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Then aomething the boy lfa.d not calcula t'3d on happened. The ladder snapped in two
his weight. As Travers came tumbling to the floor he caught sight of several
gr9tesque figures rising from behind the sheltei· of the empty barrels.
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An . Eye to Business
DB,

Tf{E BOY Wf{O WAS fiOT .ASltEEP
By A SELF- MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
SHOWS HOW TOM TRAVERS STUOK UP FOR PATTY PENROSE.

''What's the matter, Patty? You've been crying, I can
easily see. Same old story, I s'pose.? Nathan Kemp or his
sister hae ~een abusing you, as usual."
Thus spoh stalwart Tom Travers, sixteen years old, to
Patty Penrose, a pretty, rosy-cheeked miss, who came to
a pause before the doorway of the blacksmith's shop on the
suburbs of Barmouth, where he stood with his coat off and
his sleeves rol_l ed up beyond the elbow.
Tom w:as a fine type of young, vigorous American boyhood, and we mi.ght easily fancy that his strong, resolute
face, now eloquent with sympathy, was not one upon which
a girl of Patty's years could look with indifference.
On this particular afternoon, now merging into dusk,
he had oeen helping Jack Harding, the young blacksmith,
put a new tire on a wagon ~vheel, and had kept the forge
fire aglow while Harding fashioned sundry pieces of iron
into shapes for repairing various agricultural implements
that lay about the shop.
Tom was accustomed to frequenting · the bl!lcksmith's,
when he wasn't out fishing, or sailing pleasure-seekers down
the bay in his staunch, clinker-built boat, Seadrift-not
because he had any idea of learning the trade, but because
Jack Harding was one of his best friends as well as his
prospective brother-in-law.
Tom infinitely preferred the water to any occupation

on shore, but that was because he had inherited the same
love £or the sea which his father had in his own youth.
Ten years previous to the beginning of this story Captain Ezra Travers sailed from Boston £or Rio de Janeiro,
but his brig was never heard from afterward.
A quarter boat with the vessel's name, Susan Dean, together with some pieces of drifting wreck, were picked up
off the coast of South America by an American ship bound
north, and it was presumed that the brig had gone down
with all hands in a heavy gale.
When Mrs. Travers finally gave up all hope of ever seeing her husband again, she removed from Boston to her
native town, Barmouth, and with her husband's savings
purchased a little, ol<l-fashioned cottage on the brow of a
gentle slope overlooking the harbor.
Here she devoted herself to her two children, Tom and
Dora, who thought no mother in all the world half so sweet.
Dora, who was eighteen, learned dressmaking and millinery, and was now able to keep tbe pot boiling, for she had
all the ~vork she could attend to:
Tom, although ambitious and energetic, was not settled
at any c1efinite occupation, chiefly because his mother and
sister had insisted that he finish his schooling at the Barm.outh Academy.
.However, he managed to make many a dollar with h· s
boat during the summertime, for, though he liked to enjoy
himself in boyish sports as well as any of his associate$,
he still had an eye to business when there was anything to
be ma.de.
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Tom was a general favorite wiih ihe girh; of the towh, so long, ancl con,:cqu cnLly he didn"t dare prevenL you going.
but he thought more of Patty P enrose, a sweet little orphan It would give me a heap of satisiacLion to hand Nat han
who had been brought. up by one Nathan Kemp and his K emp a firsL-c]ass dressing-clown, and I'd clo it, only I don't
care io be arreslcd arid put in the lock-up for assault and
maiden sister, than all the others put together.
battery."
P atty led a bitter hard life of it in the E'.emp household,
and her unenviable lot strongly appealed to Tom's chivalric
At that n1omd:nt 'rom, happenin g to glance llp the road,
nature.
saw Nathan Kemp approaching at a rapid gai t.
More than once he had interfered in her behalf when
The boy didn't know whether the man had seen Patty
Nathan K emp had abused the girl on the street, and had talking to him, as he was standing between the girl and
thus incurred the r ooted dislike of that. sour-visaged incli- her tyrant, but he decided to hide her inside the smithy
vidual.
from his prying eyes in case he came up to the place.
Mr. Kemp had cautioned Patty not to have anything
"Come inside, Patty," he said, taking her by the arm.
more to do with Tom Travers on the pain of a sound beat"No, no; I must go back."
ing to be administered by his sister ; but in spite of hiis
"I wouldn't advise you to go back yet, for Mr. Kemp is
threat, emphasized by certain remarks from Miss Prisci11a coming down the road as faFt as be can, and he would probKemp, she felt loath to give llp a friendship that was. the ably make your return journey mighty unpleasant."
dearest thing in all the world to her.
"Hide me," she cried in a tone of terror, spring~ng into
On the afternoon of the day our story opens, Patty, after the shop. "Don't let him see me."
washing all t he morning, set to work to iron the clothes
"I won't if I can help it," he replied reassuringly. "It's
she took off the line in the yarc1.
gelting dark, a:µd th at's in your favor. H erc, hide in that
· She had almost finished ihe work, when she accidentally
dark corner behind the forge. You'll be safe there if yon
buhied t he corner of one of Miss Priscilla's handkerchiefs.
don't move."
The maiden iady, being in a particularly bad humo~ that
J ack H arding, a big, strapping, handsome fellow, with
clay) attacked the girl in a savage way and drove her from
mu scles fitted to his calling, a hard worker, thrifty and
the house.
kind-hearted, was beating out a bit of glowing iron on the
P atty fled down the road, and before she realized how
anvil.
fa r she hacl gone was in the neighborhood of Harding's
He laughed as he saw P alty fly behind the forge, and
smithy.
easily
guessed the cau se tha t prompted the- action.
She saw Tom Travers standing in the doorway, and inBoth
he and Tom had often talked about th e pretty
stinctively she r an t o him for protection.
young
orphan,
and wondered why she didn't give Nathan
H e greeted her with the words that open this chapter.
Kemp
and
his
virago
of a sister the shake.
P atty looked at him with swimming eyes and then buried
As P atty disappeared, and Tom, to further shield her,
her 'face in her apron.
hold of the loose handle of the bellows and began to
took
" Don't cry, P atty," said Tom, soothingly. "It just
work
it up anc1 Clown, the Barmouth fire-bell began to ring1
makes me mad to think of the .way the Kemps treat you.
not
an
alarm, but a merry peal, and the sound was immeThey ought to be ashamed of themselves, but it doesn't seem
cli
ately
taken up by the church hells, ::mc1 soon the early
to be in them. I wish you'd pack up your things and leave
evening
air quivered with their bra zen throats.
th.em. Mother and Sis would be glad to take you until you
was
the Barmouth cu tom of ushering in the Fourth
This
got a decent place."
of
July,
and
it was soon followed by sundry sharp reports,
"I can't leave them, indeed I can't," sobbed the girl.
by
distance, showing· that Young .America was
mellowed
'" Miss Priscilla would kill me if she thought I had any
waking
up
to
th e responsibilities of the occasion.
such idea."
It
was
at
thi
s mom ent that a small man, with a smoothly
" Ho!" exclaimed Tom, :in a resolute tone. "If you left
~haven
face
and
unprepossessing cast of countenance, apthem I'd like to see Mr. K emp or his sister dare to interfere
peared
at
the
doorway.
with yoli. You're foolish to put up with their abuse. They
Ile wore a tight-fitting snit of some dark material, rather
haven't any hold on you."
rusty-looking,
and his tall hat was of the fashion of ten
" They ,took me from the poor farm, and Mr. K emp says
years
before.
if I dare to leave them he'll have' me put in the lock-up."
" He said that, did lie? He couldn' t do any such thing."
He might have b<:!en taken for a lawyer who was not pros"He says he rai sed me from a little girl, boarded and perous, or a storekeeper on the r agged edge of adversity, or
clothed me, and serrt me to school, and that the law gives a life insurance ancl real estate agent troubled with chronic
him power over me till I'm eighteen, at any rate."
uyspep. ia ; bnt Nathan Kemp wasn't an:v of these.
"It's fat board and a healthy lot of clothes he's given
1\Ir. Kemp was secretary of a Boston association which
you, according to your own ac.~ ount. You've earned the maintained a fund for providing the heathen with artic~es
little you've received ten times over, for you're little better .tending to their spiritual and bodily welfare.
t han a sla.ve. As to education, I'll bet he'd have cut that
H e went to the metropolis three or four times a week
ou~ if he had dared. The law says you have to go to school with unfailing regularity, and though he looked poor he
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"·as not, for everybody in Barmouth knew that he had a
fat balance in the town bank.
He stood for a moment in the doorway glaring at ·Jack
Harding and Tom Travers, both of whom he cordially detested.
The young blacksmith dropped his arms to his sides and
returned the compliment by staring with right good will at
11im.
"Good evening, Mr. Kemp," ~aid Jack, cheerily. " I suppo e that you are prepared to enjoy our national holiday
with the rest of us?"
"I enjoy a holiday?" retorted Nathan Kemp, sourly.
"No! I have no time for such ·foolery."
f
"You might do worse," Harding observed. "I wish I
could have the whole clay lo myself, but I have such a sta~k
of work on liancl that I'll be busy most of the morning, at
any rate."
"It wi ll keep you out of mischief ancl put money in your
pocket," replied the vi;;ilor, crustily. "Listen to the bells!
'J'he bedlarnites who pull tlw ro1 es ought lo be flogged for
making such an unearthly racket. Bah! I have no patience with such nonsense."
,
"For my own part, I love the sound of the bells," replied
Jack. "'['hey han' hon0:;i tongues ancl never lie. To-night
they are telling us of a nation freed from the yoke of
tyranny over a hunclred years ago-a nation which to-clay
is the greatci::t an<l most prosperous on the face of the
globe."
"Bah!" snarled Nathan Kemp. "I hate such sentiments."
'.'It seems to me ~'OU hate everything that is kind and
goocl, 11fr. .Kemp," returned the young blacksmith, curtly.
""That do you want here?"
"I'm looking for that lazy, good-for-nothing girl of ours
-Patty Penrose. I thought maybe she ran in here. It's
like her to do such a thing. Perhaps slrn is hiding here, for
all I know."
· Nathan Kemp strode forward as if to cross the forge, but
Harding blocked the way.
"What should bring her here at this time of the evening?" aRked the blacksmith, with a searching look at the
unwelcome intruder.
"She ran out or the house haH an hour ago an cl left her
work half clone, berause my sister chi<lecl her for ruining a
pocket handkerchief. Sh.e's an idle, careless--"
"Stop, Mr. Kemp; you can't abuse Patty Penrose in my
presence," exclaimed Tom Travers, coming forward.
"Oh, I can't, eh?" sneered the visitor.
" o ! I won't stand for ii," said the boy threateningly.
"I'd like to know what business it is of yours?"
"It's the busine s 01' every decent man or boy to protect
the good name of an honest girl when the octasion arises,"
replied lorn, stonily. "You treat that girl as you would
treat a dog, if you had one-you and your sister. You both
ought to be ashamed of yourselves. Mark my words: the
blows and harsh words you hand out to her will some day
recoil on both your heads."
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"How dare you talk to me in that fashion I" sputtered
Nathan Kemp, in sudden anger.
"I'm not afraid to tell you to your face what I think of
you, you old cormorant!" cried Tom, angrily.
/
"Easy, Torn, easy," interposed Harding, laying his hand
on the boy's shoulder.
"You're an impertinent young puppy!" roared Mr.
Kemp, glaring at Tom Travers. "If I had my way with
you, you should be :flogged tfll you begged for mercy. It is
a thousand pities there isn't a law that would punish you
that way."
"Thank you for your kind wishes, Mr. Kemp, but things
are not coming your way at present. You don't like plain
speaking, but it has done me good to tell you what's in my
mind. If I had anything to say, Patty Penrose wouldn •t
darken your doors again. If she had no other place to go,
she could have the shelter of our home. I should like to
sec you try to take her away from there. I'd run you out
so quick it would make your head swim."
"I'll pay you for this conduct, you young cub!" snorted
Nathan Kemp, in a rage. "I'll remember everything y~rn've
said. I give you warning not to harbor that girl, d'ye1 understand? If y01.i do I'll have the law on you. ·As for her,
the jade ! my sister will attend to her when she gets ba~k
to the house. She'll get something she'll remember for a
month," cried the visitor, vindictively. "Priscilla wiU
make he1· dance a lively step, I watrant you. She'll have
cause to remember this afternoon for the rest .of her life."
"If you dare to beat her," shouted Tom, mAking a furious rush at Nathan Kemp, "I'll break every bone in your
borly."
.Tack Harding grabbed the angry boy and held hirri, while
ihe visitor, frightened by Tom's words and manner, beat
a hasty retreat from the blacksmith shop.

CHAPTER II.
NATHAN KEMP CALLS AT TUE TRAVERS COTT.A.GE.

"Cool down, Tom/' said J aek Harding, with a smile;
"don't let your anger get the better of you. If you had
struck Nathan Kemp he'd have you in jail to-morrow, and
you' d lose your holiday, not speaking of the disgrace it
would be to your mother and sister as well."
"That's right, Jack," replied Tom, cooling off. "Thanks
for holding me in. I was mad enough to have smashed
him in the jaw. I can't stand it to hear him make threats
against Patty. She's the best little girl in the world- -"
"Except your sister, Dora, of course," laughed Jack, who
was engaged to Miss Travers.
''She and Dora stand on the same level with me," said
Tom, with a flushed face. "Now, look here, Jack, we must
persuad e Patty not to go 1.1ack to the Kemps, but come over
to my house and stay. If she goes back, and they beat her,
I swear I'll thrash that old villain within an inch of his
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life, if I do go to jail for it," said the boy in a tone that
Tom popped out of bed and looked out of the window.
There were several of his Academy schoolmates outside
showed he meant every word he spoke.
"No, Tom, you mustn't get into trouble on my account," in the backyard amusing themselves by tossing giant firesaid a sweet voice at his shoulder, and turning he saw Patty crackers just under his window.
"Hello, fellows I" cried Tom. "What time is it?"
standing there with a look of gratitude shining in her eyes.
"Five o'clock. Get up and come down."
"Patty," said Torn, "you heard what Mr. Kemp said?"
So Tom dressed himself in a hurry, made a hasty toilet,
"Every word," with a little shudder.
back.
go
you
if
expect
to
got
you've
what
and joined his friends.
"You know
He bad a box full of giant crackers himself stowed away
You mustn't go back."
in the woodshed.
Patty shook her head sadly.
Getting them, he started off with his companions for the
"How can I avoid it?" she asked plaintively. "No matter where I might go, he would come after me and compel public square called the green.
For the next two hours the Barmouth green was a scene
me---''
of smoke, noise and general excitement.
"I'd like to see him compel you," burst out the boy.
By that time nearly all the boys had exhausted their sup"No, no, Tom, you mustn't interfere-indeed you
mustn't," begged the girl. "It would make me dreadfully ply of explosives, and the fun had come to a pause . until
they bad had their breakfasts and tquched their parents for
unhappy if you got into a.ny trouble on my account."
"I can't help it. Those Kemps have sat on you long extra money to buy a fresh outfit.
Tom started for the cottage in company with a boy named
enough."
"I'll tell you what you might do," said Jack. "I don't Downey Davis, who lived near him.
"I see the Night Hawks have turned up again.," said
believe that Nathan Kemp has any legal claim on Patty.
the
after
Downey, as they walked along.
She; could go and stay at your hou se until the day
"Who told you?" asked Tom.
Fourth. Then you could go to the magistrate and have
"Constable Spriggins was talking to my father about them
Mr., Kemp cited to appear before him to show cause why
he shouldn't be put under bonds to treat the girl dec.ently, last evening. He said they broke into th~ Stansbury postor give up all claim to her services. 1£ Patty would tell her office the other night and carried off all -the stamps there
story I think the Kemps would look pretty small before the was in the place, as well as looting the store. They came
and went-four of them-in a red auto. On the next night
public." .
"That's a goo~ idea," said Tom, eagerly. "Will you do Deacon White's house was entered" and robbed of a lot of
silverware and jewelry. It must have been the same gang,
that, Patty?"
"I don't know," she answered doubtfully. "I'm for four men, disguised with green birds' heads, were seen
afraid--"
crossing the bridge in a red motor car."
" I thought they'd gone away for good from the neigh"You don't want to be afraid o.f anything. You've got
Jack and me nt your back, and Mr. Kemp won't dare make borhood after the reward was offered for their capture three
any trouble for you. 1£ he tried to, well, say, we wouldn't months ago."
"That's what everybody thought, I guess. They sudclo a thing to h:111."
Finally Patty, who was clearly afraid to return to the denly disappeared, and that was the last heard of them
Kemp home, was persuaded to agree to the proposal sug- until the Stansbury post-office was robbed."
'·I suppose they're a gang of Boston crooks."
gested by the young blacksmith, and shortly afterward she
"They may be from New York, for all we know."
accompan'ied Tom to his mother's cotta.ge, where she was
"That's right, too," nodded Tom.
kindly received by Mrs. Travers and Dora, who had long
l'l wonder why they wear green birds' heads?"
felt a great sympathy for the friendless girl.
"As a disguise, of course."
That night after supper it was agreed that Patty should
" I should think masks would answer ever so much
make her home with them if an arrangement could be
better."
forced upon Nathan Kemp and his sister.
"That's their business."
Tom was tickled to death to think that Patty Penrose
"What do you s'pose those heads are made of?"
cottage.
the
at
home
her
make
to
going
was probably
"Papier-mnche, I guess. That's what they make those
her
to
talk
ancl
see
In that event he would be able to
every day, and take her out sailing with him in the Sea- funny heads of they use in spectacular pieces on the stage."
"Is that so?" said Downey Davis. "What is papierdrift, and for walks during the long summer evenings.
While picturing the fine times they were going to have mache, anyway?"
"It's a hard substance made of a pulp from rags or paper
together he fell asleep and dreamed that he and Patty were
sailing around the world togetl!er in the boat, with nothing mixed with glue or size. In its soft state you can form it
into any kind of shape you want to by means of molds.
in sight but the light blue sky and deep blue sea.
A series of deafening explosions aroused him suddenly, After it gets hard it retains its shape like plaster of paris."
The two boys separated at the gate of the Travers cotto find that it was morning and that the Fourth of July
"
.
entrance.
tage, and Tom went around to the kitchen
had come.
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Patty, looking uncommonly fresh and pretty, was mak"We own her services until she is eighteen-that's the
ing herself generally useful in the kitchen.
law," replied the visitor, in a tone calculated to impress his
"Hello, Patty," exclaimed Tom. "You look sweet enough hearers.
to kiss this morning."
"Patty says that she is not ,happy at your house, Mr.
Patty blushed like a full-blown-rose and escaped into the Kemp."
"It makes little difference to us what she says, madam.
dining-room, where Tom found his mother arid sister, and
breakfast almost ready.
If you knew her as well as we do you would take little notice
"Say, Patty," asked 'rom,' during the meal, "have you of her words. But I have no time to spare. Come with
ever had trouLle with the milk at the Kemps'?"
me_, girl."
•
"Sometimes, when the weather had been extra hot, or
Patty turned and rushed out of the room.
after a thunder-storm."
She had resolved to go to prison rather than go back to
/
"Why did you ask such a foolish question as that, Tom?" the Kemps.
I
asked his sister.
"Well, I thought probably every time Miss Priscilla
CHAPTER IIF.
Kemp looked at it it turned sour."
Patty laughed outright, while Mrs. Travers and Dom
HERMIT ISLAND.
smiled.
\
They had just finished when there caJne a vigorous ring
"Madam," said Nathan Kemp, "I'll have to trouble you
at the door-bell.
to bring that girl back."
·
"I wonder who that can be?" asked Dora.
"I am afraid she has det'irmined not to return to your
Patty looked apprehensive.
house," replied Mrs. Travers.
·"If she doesn't return voluntarily I shall get a constable
"Mavbe it's the old villain himself," said Tom.
"Th~ old who?" exclaimed his sister. ..
to fetch her," said Mr. Kemp, angrily.
"Nathan Kemp."
"If you do that she will certainly appeal to a magisDora answered the ring, and sure enough there on the trate."
"A magistrate, madam!" exclaimed Nathan Kemp,
doorstep stood Mr. Kemp, his face lqoking like three days
of rainy weather.
aghast.
"Is Patty Penrose here?" he asked sourly.
"Yes. She says that both you an,d your sister ba ve treated her harshly, and she showed me last night marks on her
" She is/' answered D'ora.
"Then send her to me, please."
back which she sa.ys your sister inflicted with a heavy strap.
"Will you walk into the parlor?"
If she takes her case before a justice, Mr. Kemp, you will
"I have no time to spare," he replied sulkily.
have to appear in court to try and refute her statement.
"I will tell Patty you have called for her. Please walk If the magistrate believes her story you will not be able to
force her to return to your ho11f'c. Now, I think the easiest
in while I go for 11er."
Rather against his. will, Nathan Kemp complied, and way is the best for all parties. Let Patty- - "
was shown into the · little parlor, which was ornamented
,"Madam," interrupted Nathan Kemp, boiling over with
with family portraits, marine paintings, ancl curiosities of , wrath, "I don't wish any advjce on the subject. I will
all kinds from the South Seas that Captain E zra Travers send constable here to fetch her. If she dares talk magistrate to us, I'll fix her, the minx!"
had gathered during his many years of seafaring life.
After some delay Mrs. Travers entered the room with
He stalked to the door, followed by Mrs. Travers, and,
Patty, Tom hovering on the outside.
having passed out, turned his steps toward the residence
Nathan ]{emp jumped to his feet and glared at the trem- of Constable Spriggins, for he knew that official would not
be at his office in the comthouse that day.
bling girl.
"How dare you stay aW8rY from ho~e all night?" he deFor fear that the constable would come after Patty, Tom
maJ:tded in a suppressed tone. "Miss Priscilla is very angry decided to take her -down the bay in bis boat.
The girl agreed to go with him, so Dora put up a lunch
with you and sent me to bring you back. Come, we will go."
Patty shrank away from him.
for them, and they left the house about nine o'clock.
"I don't want to go· back."
Tom ha~ to go to Deer Island, some eight miles distant
"I don't care what you want," be said threateningly. from Barmoutb, anyway, late in the afternoon, to bring
"You will have to answer for your conduct when yop. get back a party he had taken there the morning previous to
back."
spend a day and a half camping out on that picturesque
"You are only frightening the girl," interposed Mrs. island.
"Isn't it a lovely day?" exclaimed Patty, as she stepped
Travers.
"Madam," replied Nathan Kemp, "the girl belongs to on board of the Seadrift.
"Bang up, especially on the water. · There's just. enough
us."
"You speak as if you thought you owned her," replied weight in the breeze to make the boat put }J.er best foot forTom's mother, gently.
ward," replied Tom.
--

a
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"Are you going down to Deer Island?"
things I see around were not here when Jack and I came
"Not right away. I've got to be there at four o'clock, so over last."
"Do you think there are peo.ple living here, then?" asked
as to land the gentlemen tin Barmouth in time to catch the
6.10 train for Boston."
Patty.
I
"Looks as if there might be; but there is nobody around
Tom hoisted the sail and then cast off from the wharf.
.
He headed for a small wooded island about two miles off now, as far as I can see."
shore.
They walked all around the building, peeping in here
"That's where Old Robinson Crusoe lived for so many and there at the ground floor, but nowhere save in the heryears," said Torn, pointing the island out to ~er.
mit's section did there appear to be any change to Tom.
He and Patty strolled all over ·the little island, without
"Who was Old Robinson Crusoe?'"' Patty asked in surprise.
finding a sign of life on it.
"He was an old chap who took possession of an unfin"There's no one here now~ at any rate," said Tom at last.
ished building that some hotel man started to put up on "Whoever has been living here since the hermit pulled up
the island as a select inn for summer boarders, but some- stake must have left also."
how the scheme fell through and the house was never ·finThey sat on the beach in the. shade and talked about one
ished. The old fellow fitted up a pqrtion of the lower story thing or another until midday came, when, feeling hungry,
to suit himself, and dwelt there all alone for several years, they ate the lunch prepared by Dora.
and then disappeared as suddenly as he turned up. The
Then Tom sugge~ted taking to the boat again.
boys nicknamed him Old Robinson Crusoe."
The breeze was lighter and the water smoother than be. "Ip the house there yet?"" asked Patty, with great in- fore.
terest.
From Barmouth were wafted to their ears faint sounds of
,,"Sure it is-exactly as he left it."
the day's celebration.
"1 should like to >iee it."
Over the bar, just beyond Deer Island, lay the deep
''I'll take you ashore and show it to you. We can stay hlue waters of Massachusetts Bay, dotled with the white
on the island until it is time for me to start down the bay sails 0if many pleasure craft.
after the party on Deer Island."
The Seadrift reached the small wharf on the sheltered
Fiften minutes later Tom ran the Seadrift into an in- side of Deer Island about quarter past three o'clock, and
dentation, tied the painter to a convenient tree) and helped Tom suggested to one of the campers that it would be well
Patty to land.
to embark for Barmouth at once, as the run back, owing
"You can see the unfinished second story of the lmilding to the failing wind, was likely to be longer than he had
from here," said Tom, pointing at the upper part of an co.unted on when he set the hour of departure at four.
oblong structure which rose above a thick row of trees in
'rhe party agreed to leave the island right away.
the center of the island.
About this time Tom noticed a peculiar haziness in the
They walked through the grove until they came upon a air which warned him of the approach of·a sea mist.
big clearing, in the center of which stood the unfinished.twoHe hurried the movements of the party, and inside of
story edifice which had been planned for a· summer inn,. ten minutes the Seadrift had cast off from the wharf and
but which had come to nought.
had her nose pointed straight for Bann0iuth.
Tom and Jack Harding and numbers of the Academy
Patty had retired to the ctibin, where she amused herself
boys had been over to look at the place after the hermit had with a book Tom provided her with.
vanished for parts unknown.
"Looks as if there was a mist rolling in yonder," reThe recluse had made a table, a chair and other rude fur- marked one of Tom's passengers, pointing to windward.
niture for himself out oi- matenial taken from the uncom"There is," replied the young skipper o~ the Seadrift.
pleiecl section of the builfling, and these specimens of his '~ That's why I was in sucl1 a hurry to get under way."
handiwork remained as evidence of his occupancy of the
The party was quite a jolly one of Boston clerks, and
premises.
the prospect of getting caught in a fog didn't seem to worry
When Tom pushed in the rude door which had been fitted them.
by the hermit he was surprised to see four roughly fashThe town was straight ahead, and, fog or no fog, it didn't
ioned chairs instead of one, and a table twice the size of seem possible for them to miss it if the boat's course was
the one he had remembered seeing a month before.
kept as it was at present.
There were other signs to show that the place was in
They didn't count on the influence of the tide, or the
actual use by sev.eral persons, or at least had been lately failure of the wind, after it had come on thick, to upset
occupied by squatters.
their calculations altogether.
O'orn pointed out the changes which he noticed to Patty.
Ten minutes later Deer island, now half a mile astern,
"There's the original chair-the one Old Robinson Cru- the sky, and almost the sea itself were blotted out by one
soe made and used. -The others are later creations. A new of those sudden fogs peculiar to the New England coast.
The breeze had crept around to the north and east, and
top has been added to that table, making it longer and
wider. Those empty bottles, that jug, and a whole lot of this it was that had brought the fog down so suddenly.
I
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The boat sailed on through a bank of mist so thick it
seemed as if you could cut it with a knife:
After cove1-ing what Tom judged to be several miles the
wind dropped all of a sudden, leaving the Seadrift apparently motionless on the water.
The tide, however, was bearing them slowly along in a
diagonal direction toward the small island once occupied
by the hermit.
"We'll never reach Barmo11th in Hme to catch the train
at this rate,'' remark'ed one of the clerks, trying to pierce
with his eyes the wall of white fog which hedged in the
sailboat.
"
"Then we'Jl have to take a later one," replied another.
"What are the chances of our reaching shore in a reasonable time, young man?" the leader of the party asked Tom.
''Very little chance untll the wind springs up again and
the fog lifts,'' replied the young skipper of the Seadrift.
"That's <-mcouragihg," answered his passenger. "Well,
I suppose' ~t cannot be helped."
''You might all whistle for the wind, like the sailors do
sometimes," laughed Tom.
The five clerks who made up the party immediately began
to whistle a popular air with all their might.
An hour passed away arid the dead ca.Im still prevailed.
The boat drifted nearer anc1 nearer to the hermit island.
Nobody, not even the young skipper, was aware of the
fact.
At length the sun went down and dusk came on.
The watches of the party showed that the 6.10 train was
·well on its way to Boston by that time.
"Judging from present prospects we may have to stay
all night on the bay," said ,a clerk, dolefully. "Then we'll
catch it hot to-morrow for not being at the bank on time."
At that moment Tom caught sight of a ·light shining
dimly through the mist.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FOUR BIRDS.

The light in question looked to be about twenty feet or
more above the surface o.f the water, and Tom thought it
came from a lantern hanging at the masthead of some pleasure craft caught in the fog like themselves.
The others saw it presently and wanted to know where
it came from.
Before 'l'om could make any reply the light moved away
a short distance anc1 then came to a stop again, just as if
somebody had carried it.
Tom was somewhat pnzzled at this phenomenon, for he
was almost certain they were not that close to the main
shore.
1
A large vessel, high enough out of the water to account
for the light being on her deck, seldom put in.at Barm01uth
-and only then when something was wrong with her.
The only land he could figure on as being in that neigh..

borhood was the hermit island, and if anybody was ashore
there the light would be much lower clown.
That is the way Tom reasci.ned ·_it, until he suddenly
thought of the unfinished building.
The light stood at about the height of the second story,
just above the trees.
At that momerrt the light moved again, suddenly vanished, and then came into sight again, disappeared once
more, appeared agaip and remained.
"By George l" Tom thought. "I'll bet we are close to
that island, and somebody is in the second floor of that
hou:e. Looks as if the people who have been living there
are back again. They were absent on shore evidently when
Patty and I were there this morning. Now I know where
we are at, and if there was a wind I could run right in for
Barmouth without any trouble.')
Even as he spoke a skyrocket burst in the air in the direction where the boy ji1dgec1 ihe town lay.
Others followed at intervals for a while and then ceased.
"We are about two miles from Barmouth," Tom told th~
1
' •'
leader of the party.
. "If you know that, can't you tell where that light comes
from?" asked the man.
,' "
"It's on a small wooded island that you may have remembered seeing when I took you ont yesterday morning.
I told you the story of the hermit who lived on it for two
or three years in the abandoned unfinished hotel building."
"Ob, yes. We had an idea of looking in at it on our way
back if we had time."
"We are likely to drift ashore · there, from 311 indications," replied Tom. "If a breeze would only pipe up now
I'd be . able to land you somewhere along the Ba.rmouth
shore.inside of half an hour."
No breeze came,
however, and they steadily drew nearer
I
to the light.
Tom now went forward with a boat hook to fend off from
the shore, which he expected the boat would strike at any
moment.
In a few min~tes he made . <Ynt the dark outlines of the
island close aboard.
Then the boat floated right into the same cove he had
put into during the morning.
Tom jumped ashore with the pa'lnter and tied it to the
same tree.
"We might as well stay here until a wind comes up," he
said. "We can't better ourselves. I'm going over to the
house to see who's there."
Tom stepped aboard to get the lantern which hung in
the cuddy.
He found Patty stretched out on one of the lockers asleep.
He lit the lantern, pulled the cuddy door partly shut
after him, told his passengers he would be back in a short
time, and then stepped ashore and started off in the direction of the unfinished building.
The fog lay thick among the trees and the light Tern
carried made little impression on it.
He soon lost sight of the light on the upper floor of the
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house, but, as he knew his way pretty well, he had no
The ladder snapped in two beneath his weight.
Ai> Travers came tumbling to the floor he caught sight
trouble in going direct to the clearing.
There the fog hovered in. a palpitating mass, and through of several grotesque :figures rising from behind the shelter
one of the upper window openings he again caught sight of of the empty barrels.
the light.
Whack !
He walked around to the end formerly occupied by the
He struck the floor with a resounding concussion that
hermit and saw a lamp burning on the table.
shook the building.
The lantern flew from his hand and rolled a dozen feet
A number of plates, .with the remains of a meal on them,
flanked by £our cups and saucers drained of their contents, away.
witli. four sets of knives and foTks, and other articles in
He lay there half stunned from the shock he bad suskeeping with the general display, lay about on the board.
tained.
The butt of a half-smoked cigar projected from the edge
'Then as his senses came back to him he saw what apof the table, and there was a dying fire in the hermit's old peared to be four gigantic birds' heads bending over him.
cook stove, on which stood a common coffee pot.
They had big, round, white eyes with black disks, and
On the floor lay a frying pan in the midst o·f several immense beaks projecting at least seven inches from their
broken egg shells.
heads.
"Four persons have ea.ten supper here not long ago,"
It was a most astonishing sight to Tom, who could not
mused Tom, as he looked around the room. "I wonder understand the matter at all.
The obscurity of the place added to the extravagant apwhere they are at this moment? Maybe on the second floor
where I saw the light. What can they be doing up there? ifearance of the birdlike heads and completed the boy's beI don't , hear a sound from them. 1£ they were tramping wi1derment.
Suddenly he felt himself seizeel and carried out into the
around the building they would be sure to make a noise.
I'vQ no time to. wait here for them to show up. I'll just open air by the £our queer form's, from whom came not a
take a squint upstairs and see if they are there, and what sound.
He was borne across the clearing and into the woods, in
they look like. Probably four tramps. who have stolen a
boat and come over here to pass the summer. It's very like spite of the struggle he put up to free himself from their
that kind of gentry to do such a thing."
clutches.
Finally he was dropped on the ground, his hands and feet
So Tom left the hermit's Jiving room and walked aro:und
secured in a way that seemed to be decidedly human, and
to a doorway in the unfinished part of the building.
There was nothing to prevent him :(rom walking inside. then the £our "birds" vanished, leaving him alone.
The floor was littered with loose boards, and several
large empty barrels stood around.
In one corner was a large opening communicating with
the cellar, while in the center of the rough ceiling was an
CHAPTER V.
oblong .opening that was clearly intended to be reached by
a stairway.'
THE NIGHT HAWKS.
No stairway h ad been built when the work was abandoned.
Tom lay a few minutes blinking up through the foggy
air.
At the present moment a ladder reached up into it.
This ladder had not been there when Tom and Patty
The astonishing experience through which he had just
passed
had quite dazed him.
·
looked in that morning.
What did it all mean?
Tom, after swinging his lantern at arm's length and seeing nothing, began to mount the ladder to explore the floor
What kind of birds could these be that had suddenly
pounced upon him in the unfinished building, borne him
above.
He paused with his head just above the floo ring, unde- to that spot and left him
,.. bound hand ancl foot?
"I m11st be laboring under some kind of a hallucination
cided whether he would go any further or not, for the, room
was dark and i::ilent as the grave.
brought on by that terrible whack I got when I fell to the
Appa:i:ently the island squatters were not there.
floor. Tho~e must have been four men, not birds. I only
The boy had an idea that this was the room whence the imagined they looked like birds. Such birds as they aplight had pniceeded from.
peared to be surely do not exist in creation, especially in
There was no light there now, at all events.
the neighborhood of the Massachusetts coast. ·It was just
He fl.ashed his lantern around, but could see only the bare like a nightmare. Between the fog and the jolt on the head
boards.
I guess my brains were in shape to see 'most anything.
"There's nothing to see up here," 'said Tom to himself. Gee! I can almost see those birds' heads yet. One thing is
He started to descend.
certain: I'm bound hand 1md foot with cord, and birds
Then something the boy had not calctilated upon hap- couldn't do that, I'm willing to swear. I'm. satisfied that
pened.
I foll into the hands of the four tramps who are living on
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this island. Well, just let me get away, and I'll bet I'll portion of the conversation going on within reached his
have the constable over here to-morrow to give theni free ears.
"How long do you think it will be safe to stay in this
board and lodging in the county jail."
Tom tugged away at'his bonds for a while to no purpose, neighborhood, Bentley?" asked the stoutest man cf the four
but at length one of the. strands came loose and he pulled of his companion on the right, a tall, thin, billious-looking
fellow.
one of hi~ hands out of limbo.
"How long?" replied the other, blowing out a cloud of
The other followed as a matter of course.
smoke. "Well, I calculated on staying here all
cigar
Then with his jackknife he freed his ankles and stood up.
He walked to the inner edge of the clearing, whence he summer."
"You mustn't forget that there's a thousand dollars recaught a view of the hermit's living room, and looked
ward out for us, and when to-day's robbery of the Manson
across the opening.
eottage become's generally known I shouldn't be surprised
He saw shadows moving around on the inside.
"They're all in there now. I'll just go over and take a if the reward was doubled ."
"Gee whiz!" said Tom to himself. "These men mu st
good look at those chaps{ so that I'll know them again."
Between the fog and the gloom of the night Tom had be the Night Hawks-the fellows who cleaned out several
little fear that his approach to that part of the building he residences on the suburbs of the town last spring, and who
was aiming at would be noticed, even if one of the occu- lately robbed the Stanbury post-office and Deacon White's
hou:;e. Downey said this morning that four men disgui seJ
pants of the room chanced to look out 0£ the window.
He 1.ook care to watch that he didn't stumble over some with birds' heacls were seen crossing the bridge in a red
obstruction in his path and thus call attention to his pres- auto on the ni.CJ"ht 01' the White robbeTY. There's the birds'
ence.
heads on the sl~elf yonder: Yes, I am ~atisfied these are the
At length he reached the window through which the Night Hawks."
He listened again to the eonversation.
light shone and peered into the hermit's living room.
"S'pose there is?" ·replied Bentley. "We can lie low
There he sa.w four men, sure enough.
They were seated around the table, from which the dishes here for a week until the people think we're gone off somehad been removed and a demijohn and four glasses substi- where else, then we can tackle another one of the cottages.
tuted therefor.
Judgy Brown's plac:e, for instance, offers good nvag. I've
Each i::ian had a cigar betw~en hi s teeth, and the four noticed that his women folks inalrn a fine display of their
diamonds. Then there-is the Gilbert cottage on the point.
were laughing and talking together in a social way.
"There's nothing birdlike about those chaps now," mused He's president of the :Mavernick National Bank, and is
Tom. ·"I wonder how I ever imagined they were gigantic worth half a million easy enough."
birds?"
"But that boy we eaught nosing around here a little while
and left bound among the trees. He may give us away
ago
on
rested
<
:
eyei
his
As Tom began to chuckle at his error
.
as soon as we put him ashore. We made a mistake appearfour objecfa placed upon a low shelf.
The chuckle died away in his throat and a look of aston- ing before him in our bird masks. That was your idea,
Baldy"-and the speaker looked a.t the man on his leftishment came over his face.
There stood four. great green birds' heads all in a row, " and I'm bound to say it Was a bad one."
"It prevented him from identifying our fa ces, didn't it?"
with staring white eyes and enormous beaks, the very counterpart of what he had so indistinctly seen after his fall in retorted the individual adclressed as Baldy.
"I vote that we ·keep the boy here until we are through
the tmfinished part of the building.
with this island," put in the fourth man.
He gazed at them with open mouth and staring eyes.
"I don't like that plan," said Bentley. "We'd have to
"Great Solomon! The very birds I saw," he exclaimed.
"But thm:e are only birds' heads. What are they doing watch him pretty close to make sure that he did not escape.
there? They were not there when I entered that room a Then no doubt his people would come here looking for him,
and that would give us more trouble."
little while ago."
"Why should they think he's on this island?" asked
He scratched his head in a perplexed way for a moment
Baldy. "He must have got ashore here by accident in the
or two.
fog. What else should bring him to the island at this time
Suddenly a light flooded his mind.
"W'11y, those must be disguises worn by those men. Those of night?"
"Instead of taking him ashore, as we decided on a while
chaps had the heads on when.they grabbed me, and I didn't
imagine anything at all. What I · saw actually existed be- ago, I suggest that we hunt up his boat, drop him in it
fore my eyes. Those men don't look at all like tramps. just as he is, and cast him adrift when the tide begins to
Two of them have watch chains. Now what do they want ebb. Then he'll be carried out to sea," said th.e stout man .
"That looks too much like murder, and I object." interwith those grotesque bird masks, such as are worn on the
stage in, certain spectacles? And why are they living on posed the fourth man.
"Yo.u're too particular altogether," sneered the sh~it
this island ?"
While Tom was trying to figure this problem out, some crook.
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"I'm not anxious lo put my 1~eck in a halteT," replied the
other, warmly.
·
"Oh, he'd probably be rc~cuecl. before he reached foe
ocean," repliccl the t<lout rn::rn, carcle!'\:::ly. "If he wasn't_.
who'd be the wisc::r as to what happened to him?"
The fourth man, whose name was Sandy, clid not take
at all kindly to this way of getting rid of the boy.
He wanted him put ashore, as originally determined on.
"Well, n'ever mind the boy now. There's time enough
to consider 11im," said Bentley, who appeared to be the leading spirit of the four. "We want to talk about a hidingplace for our swag, so that if a search party should come
over here it will not be found . I looked the seconcl floor
all over to-night for a place between the walls that looked
to be suitable, but could find none. I think the best thing
is to bury it, after all."
"Where shall we bury it-in the woods or under the
flooring of this room?" asked Baldy.
"We'll pry up the hea1thstonc, dig a hole deep enough
to accommodate the box i.ho stuff is in now, and secrete it
there. I defy any detective i.o Hose it out. However, I'm
not looking for a cletectiYe to come i.o this island. Wc'vc
been $ecn in that rod auto of ours, you know, and the detccti ves will go searching for that in order to spot us. The
auto is black by this time, and laid up in a Boston garage,
~o it's my opinion they'll have a long hunt," said Bentley,
I
with a chuckle.
The·others agreed that unc1er the hearthstone was a goocl
place to hide their booty, ::o afler they had finished their
cigars Bentley and the stout crook started in and pried llp
the stone.
A shovel that stood in a corner was brought into use
and a considerable quantity of earth was removed, leaving
a . hole about two feet deep, the same in length, and a foot
and a half wide.
Into this was deposited a maho.gany box which had been
covered up in a corner, ancl the box fitted the hole snugly.
"When that box is full we'll find another hiding-place
for any additional plunder," said Bentley, after the hearthstone had been replaced and all tell-tale signs carefully
brushed away.
The four men then resumed their places at the table,
filled their glasses from the jug, and seemed 'disposed to
make a night of it.

CHAPTER VI.
'l.'0111 DECIDES 'l.'O CAP'rUlIB '1.'lIE NIGIT'l.' IIAWKS IF IIE CAN.

Tom concluded he had heard all tJiat he wanted to.
He had seen where the Night Hawks buried their latest
booty, and knew he would be able to spot it again.
The four crooks were reasonably certain to continue to
make Hermit Island, as it was now called, their rendezvous
for some time to come.
·
There was a standing reward of one thousand dollars for
their capture and conviction, and Tom, who was developing

a great eye for bu~inoss, menially de!erminec1, with the help
of Jack Harding, to c:irn that money.
He had a business scheme in view which needed money
for its development, con:<equonlly half oE the proclaimed
reward would come in handy, while tile other half would
be equal ly acceptnble to Harding, who was looking forward
to an early marriage with Dora. rrravcrs.
Tom did not believe in putting off until a futme time
what could be dono right away, so he resolvl'd to attempt
the capture of the Night Hawks as soon as he could.
As the firflt Rtcp toward that desirable end, and to block
the rascals from getting away from the island, the boy set
out at once to find the boat they used to cross the stretch
of water between tho island and tl1e main shore.
He walked through the wood,from the building until he
gained the sbor<', and this he followed, looking toward t11e

town.
His own boat lay in a li!Lle cove on the opposite side of
the island, but, as the f'ircumfPrPnce of !he wootled isle was
not very great, it·would not taJw him long to row around
lo the cove after ho had found the crooks' boat.
He saw that a light breeze had started up and that the
fog had grown thinner, so he judged his passengers were
impatiently awailing his return, and probably wondering
at the length oI time he had remained away.
In his opinion, the boat he was looking for ooulu not be
very far from the neare t point between the shore and the
house, and he was right in his conjecture.
He found it tied to a slout stake driven into the sand.
It took him but a moment to untie the painter, get out
the oars and commence p~1lling around the island toward
the cove.
Inside of fifteen minutes, during which the mist had
cleared away materially, he made ont t)le outlines of the
Seadrift in the little indentation, and he rowed alongside
of her.
"Hello! is that you, Travers?" asked the leader of the
camping-Ollt party. "Where the dickens have you been so
long? We might have "been halfway to town by this time,
for a light breeze came up about twenty minutes ago."
"I got into a little trouble over at the house and couldn't
get back any sooner," replied Tom, as he tied the painter of
the rowboat to a cleat in the stern of the Seadrift and
stepped aboard of the latter.
"What trouble did you get info?" asked his passenger,
curiously.
"Well, I had a tumble from a ladder that kind of
knocked me silly," answered Tom, who did not care to enlighten the young men regarding the real state of affairs.
"I wanted to find out something about that light that was
shining from the second story of the building. I started
up a ladder, but the old thing snapped in two when I was
near the top and I got a nasty fall."
"Oh, that was it, eh?" asked the head clerk. "It was a
lucky thing that you did not .break your neck-lucky for
us, too, for if you hadn't turned up we'd have had to stay
here al1'night."
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'l'om laughed as he swung the boom o.u t so as to catch
the light wind, then, seating himself on the weather side
of the helm, he steered the sailboat otlt of the c'Ove.
1
By the time the boat had gone a quarter of a mile the
fog had entirely. disappeared.
The stars were out in full force, and the skyrockets from
every section of the town were trying to rival their brilliancy.
In three-quarters of an hqur the Seadrift reached the
main wharf, where her passengers disembarked, bade goodbye to the young skipper, and started with their traps for
the railroad station.
When Tom hauled out from the wharf and headed for
home, Patty made her reappearance from the cabin.
'"Hungry, P atty ?" asked Tom, with a smile.
The girl admitted that she was.
"So am I. It's nearly nine o'clock-more than eight
hours since we had our lunch. If it hadn't been for the
calm and the fog we'd have reached town around half-past
five, and been home before six. Wben we drifted into the
cove at H ermit I sland you were asleep. I guess you've had
boating enough for one day." .
It didn't take long to run over to the little wharf on the
water-front of the Travers property.
Tom made the boat £ast, lowered the sail, but did not
tidy it up, and put the stops about it, for he expected to run
over to Hermit I sland later on with Harding, and then,
taking Patty by the hand, they skipped up to the house.
"You've made a long day of it, Tom," said his mother,
who was sitting on the sid~ porch watching the fireworks.
"Couldn't help it, mother. We were caught in the fog
and becalmed at the same time. I'm thankful we got here
as soon as we have. Anything to eat? Patty and I are
famished."
"Yes; you'll find your suppers in the oven and the tea
on the top of the stove. I leff a light in the ki tchen. You'd
both better eat there, as the dining table is cleared off." ·
"All right, mother," rnplie~ Tom, cheerfully. "Was
Mr. Spriggins here after Patty?"
"No." ·
"I guess he has too much respect for the day to do any
dirty work for Nathan Kemp," said Tom. "The most he
could have done, anyway, was to have t aken Patty over to
his house and kept her there if she refused to gq back to
the Kemps. To-mon-ow we'll bring her case before the
magistrate ourselves and see if we can't squelch Mr. Kemp
and his sister for good and all, as far as Patty islconcerned.
They have forfeited all right to her servjces by their treatment of her, and I have no doubt that Patty will be allowed
to f.'.tay with us, if she so desires."
Tom then went into the kilchen, to find Patty setting
the little table there for their' supper, and in a couple of
minutes the two young people were ~ating away as happy
as thougli they lrn,d not a trouble in the world.
"Where's Dora, mother?" asked Tom, when he came out
on the porch after the meal. "Off with Jack to see the
fireworks?"

11

"Yes,'' rep lic<l 1\lrs. Travers.
"Well, I guess Patty and I will go down to the green,
too. There must be quite a mob watching the pyrotechnics.
Won't you come with t.s?"
" No ; I can see all I wish to from here."
wYou can only see the rockets and bombs that go above
the housetops. You miss the set pieces and other display."
"And I avoid the crowd. It is much tnore enjoyable to
sit here and enjoy the cool breeze from the bay and see a
portion of the fireworks than to stand for a couple of hours
in a ho.t, perspiring crowd, in order to get a :fleeting glimpse
of the whole show."
"I guess you're right, mother. But Patty and I won't
mind the crowd."
And they did not, for they were soon wedged into the
thickest of it, watching the fizzing design of "Washington
Crossing the Delaware."

CHAPTER VII.
TRYING TO EARN THE REWARD.

I
'
When Tom and Patty got back to the cottage they
:found
Jack Harding and Dora standing at the gate.
"I want to see you before you go home, Jack," said Tom.
"You'll find me sitting on the kitchen doorstep."
"All right," replied Jack, laughingly.
Fifteen minutes later he joined Tom at the spot mentioned. ·
"Well, .Tom, here I am at your service," he said, taking
a seat beside his future brother-in-law.
"I've got something important to talk to you about,"
began Tom.
"I'm ready to hear it."
"Something that will p11t five hundred dollars in each
of our pockets if we can get it through."
"Five hundred dollars, eh?" replied Harding. " That
sounds go.od. What is this scheme?"
"You've heard about the Night Hawks, of course-the
four crooks who, disguised with birds' heads, robbed a number of ·houses in this neighborhood last spring?"
"Of course, I heard about them at the time."
"Did you hear that they had turned up again-that they
robbed the Stansbury post-office the ?ther night, alsolDeacon
White's house?"
"No·; is that a :fact?"
"Yes; and they went through the Manson cottage this
afternoon."
"You don't say I"
"Sure thing. There's a standing reward of one thousand dollars for their capture."
"So I heard."
"Well, it's up to us now to earn that money."
"Up to us I What do you mean?" asked Harding, in sur~
prise.
"I mean I know exactly where those four rascals are in
hiding."
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"You do?" in astonishment.
"My idea was that if we went clown to the island to-night
"I do."
we stood a good chance of catching them off their guaTd,"
"Where?"
said Tom. "I left them drinking and enjoying themselves.
"On Hermit I sland."
They feel pretty safe there at present. Suppose we go down
"How do you know that?"
and sec how the land lies, anyway. You've got a revolver
"I saw them there to-night."
at your room, and I'll get father's. Are you game to do it?"
"YOU did ?"
"I am if you are," replied Jack; "but I still think it
"I did. You know that Patty and I were gone all day would be wiser for 'lls to take the constable along. There
on the bay in the Seadrift?"
is considerable power in the majesty of the law, Tom."
"So I heard when I came after Dora tl1is a.fternoon."
"Majesty of the law is good, Jack, but I think a six"We put ashore at Hermit Island .about ten o'clock."
shooter is better," laughed Tom. "You go and get your
"And you saw the four rascals there, ch?"
gun and I'll wait for you at the whar-f."
"Not then. They wc~e away, but I saw evidence t11at
Jack, although he regarded the adventure as a rash one,
four persons, whom I thought to be tramps, were living in was prepared to back Tom up, and so he departed for his
the old hermit's quarters."
home to get his weapon.
"Well?"
Tom went to his room and got the revolver that had be"Then, after eating our lunch on the island, I put off longed to his father and then made his way down to the
down the bay for Deer Island to take off those Boston bank boat.
clerks I carried down yesterday morning." .
It was about midnight; a fresh breeze was blowing that
Jack nodded.
promised a quick trip to the island, and the sky was now
"After reaching the island and taking them aboard the somewhat overcast.
fog began to come up, and it caught us before we had gone
Jack returned in about twenty minutes; then they raised
a great way. By and by the wind dropped entirely and the sail and started down the bay at a merry clip, Tom at
we drifted along until dark, when we floated into a cove the wheel.
of Hermit I sland. Then it was we saw a light shining
Inside of another twenty minutes the Seadrift put into
through the·fog and gloom, and I decided that it came from the cove where she had already been twice that day, or
the seconrl story of the unfinished hotel building on the rather the day before, as it was now nearing one o'clock.
island. I was curious to learn who was on the island, so I
The waves plashed noisily on the shore, and the wind,
took the boat's lantern and started on a tour of investi- which was steadily rising, soughed through the trees that
gation."
heavily covered the island.
Tom then went on to relate all that befell him on the
Tom and his friend Jack jumped ashore, tied the painter
island, with which the reader is already familiar.
to the tree, a:nd then started for the unfinished building in
Jack Harding listened to his story with great interest the clearing.
and curiosity.
·
When they reached the inner line of trees they paused to
"So they've got their plunder buried under the hearth- reconnoiter the house.
stone of that room, eh ?"
'rhere was a light in the room occupied by the crooks.
"That's right," nodded Tom.
"The rascals are still awake," said Harding.
"You carried off their boat so they couldn't get away
"If they arc moving ar01md we ought to see them
from the island?"
through that window,'' l!'aid Tom, after the lapse of five
"I did."
minutes. "Maybe they've fallen asleep and left the light
"That was a clever move," replied Harding; "but when burning."
they find themselves cooped up they'll be uncommonly
After waiting a while longer and seeing no sign of life
watchful against capture. There are four of them, prob- through the window, Tom proposed that they creep up and
ably armed, and may be expected to put up a desperate look in to see what the men were doing.
resistance. How do you think that you and I can do them
To this Harding agreed.
11p? It's too big a contract, Tom, fol' us to lmdertake."
So they advanced across the open ground with due cauTom now began to think so himself, but he didn't want tion, holding their revolvers ready for instant use.
to admit it.
Glancing in through the window, they saw the four men
"But there's one thousand dollars in it, and I don't want sprawled out asleep, with their arms on the table and heads
to lose my, share of it. I need the money to start my buried in them.
business."
"I woncler if they're drunk?" queried Tom.
''I'm willing to help you earn it, Tom," replied Jack, · "They look as if they might be, but you can't tell for
"but I'm afraid that in this case the odds are too grea.t sure," replied Jack.
·
against us. We'd better take Constable Spriggins with us
"There are the birds' heads on that shelf," said Tom.
and. divide the reward in thirds. Even with him we're
"I see them. Mighty curious-looking birds, aren't they?"
more than likely to have our hands full, unless we can take
"You'd have thought so if you'd seen them the way I did
the rascals by surprise."
first," replied Tom. "Well, what are we going to do, Jack?
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There's a. lot of light rope in the corner near the stove. Do ; to cut loose from them c1iaps. Bud is too bad-minded to
you think we could manage to tie them to the chairs with- suit me. He ain't got no respect for human life: and we
out waking them? Then you could stand guard over them have, Sandy. I'm not achin' to have my neck stretched.
while I went back to town and notified the head constable I draw a line at that kind of thing. Bud wants to do up
that we had captured them. That should entitle us to the that boy we ketched in the buildin' to-night, and Bentley
reward."
won't stand in his way. If them two hadn't got blazin'
"I think that'R rather a ticklish proposition," answered drunk with the contents of that demijohn I'll bet that boy
Jack. "Two of those chaps look uncommonly tough and would be floatin' out to ·sea, bound hand ancl foot, by this
capable of putting up a stiff fight. If we didn' t succeed in time."
surprising the bunch completely there'd be something
"I reckon he would," admitted Sanely.
doing."
-..._
"It ain't certain, as things stand, but Bud and Bentley
The rascals were lying about in such an awkward way' will carry him into the cellar in the mornin' and shoot him.
that it looked impossible to tie them in any effective man- I wouldn't trust neither of them. When we get the box
ner without disturbing them.
aboard the rowboat we'll go and cut the boy loose and tell
While Tom and his companion were considering the dif- him to mosey as soon as be kin. He's got a boat somewhere
ficulties of the situation the man known as Baldy moved, along shore, 'cause he couldn't have walked here. Then
raised his head and finally sat up.
we'll make for the p'int yonder, steftl one of them sailboats
He looked at his companions a moment or two, then got that's anchored there, ancl sail rol.md to Nanticoke, where
up and shook the fellow called Sandy.
we'll arrive in time to take the first train for New York.
Sandy sat up, and Baldy made a sign to him that he We kin check the box through as baggage."
seemed to understand.
"It's a good scheme," assented Sandy, "if it will only
Both.picked up their hats and walked toward the door.
work."
"We'll have to hide, J ack," warned Tom. "They're com"It's got to work, Sandy. Them two chaps are b'ilin'
ing outside."
drunk and won't know what we're up to."
They hastened to get behind a small pile of debris nearby
"Are you sure they're as drunk as that?"
and then awaited further developments.
"If they ain't, they kin stand a heap more liquor than
I think they kin."
,"I don't like to take no chances, Baldy. I reckon if they
woke up too soon we might feel a.n ounce of lead in our
CHAPTER VIII.
innards.''
"Well, Sandy, we kin try and see how drunk they are."
CAPTURE OF THE NIGHT HAWKS.
'- "How are you go in' to do it?"
•
"Give 'em a shake-:up."'
Baldy opened the door, and he and Sandy came out and
"And if they wake up, what then?"
closed it after them.
"We'll tell 'em it's time to tum in."
Th(ln both, after a glance at the cloudy sky, moved de"It's a good idea, Baldy."
liberately toward the pile of debris and sat down.
"Sure it is. If they won't wake easy, then we'll get their
Had they used their eye11 to good advantage they must guns away to make sure we don't get hurt. After that
have seen Tom and Harding crouching behind the mound. we'll clig up the bo·x and mosey."
But they didn't, for they had not the slightest suspicion
"Let's get about it, then. We can't get away too quick
that any intruders were on the island at the moment.
from this place to suit me."
"Sanely," , aid Baldy, in a confidential tone, "are you
The rascals rose from the pile of debris ancl returned to
and me of one mind?"
the house.
"I reckon we are, Baldy," w3s the reply.
"Now what do you think of that?" said Tom, as soon as
"We are-both agreed that the bet thing we can do is to they had entered the room.
get our flukes on the swag already secured ancl light out for
"I think it's first class. Those two chaps will play right
New York, leavin' Bentley and Bud Smith to shift for into our hands," replied Harding. "Come back to the winthemselves."
·
dow and let's watch them."
"That suits me, if the thing can be safely done," replied
Tom and Jack resumed their former po~itions under the
Sandy.
window.
I
"It's got to be done, pal, and to-night is the time to do
They saw Baldy and Sandy bending over their comit. All we have to do is to dig up that box, take it down panions.
to the boat and ma.ke off. • They won't be able to follow us,
In a moment or two each had a revolver in his hand,
so we kin get a go.od start."
which he stuffed into bis pocket.
"If they should catch us tryin' the dodge on, Baldy, it
Then they got some of the rope and tied Bentley and
wouldn't be healthy for us."
Bud Smith to their chairs.
"We mustn't let 'em catch us, Sandy. I'm determined
Jack punched Tom in the ribs and chuckbc1.

1~
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"They're doing the job for us, Tam,'' he said. "We'll
only have those two to tackle, and we ought to be able to
knock them both out by catching them off their guard."
, Baldy and Sandy, haVing secured their dangerous associates to their satisfaction, lost no time in removing the
heart~stone and getting the mahogany box out of the hole.
It had a handle at each end and was compaJ:atively easy
to can y.
·
1
When Baldy turned the light low Tom and Jack concluded it was time to change their base of operations.
"Where did you find their boat, Tom?" asked Jack.
"Over yonder, tied to a stake in the beach."
"Then we'd better get over there and lay for these. chaps.
As soon as we have captured them the game will be in our
hands."
So Tom and Harding made for the wood as fast as they
could, and soon reached the vicinity where the boat had
been tied.
·
"Pick up a club, •rom," said Jack, looking around for a
stout piece of wood for himself. "Then when they come
along with the box we'll spring out of the shrubbery and
knock them down."
" How are we going to secure them?" asked Tom.
"We'll get their guns away ftom them, anfl. I'll stand
over them with my revolver while you run back to the house
and get some of that rope."
"All right," replied Tom, and they concealed themselves
and waited.
·
In a quarter of an hour they heard the two crooks co.ming with the box between them.
Just as they passed the hidden watchers Tom and Jack
rose up behind them and dealt each a stunning blow on the
head.
Down they went, box and all, and lay where they had
fallen without a movement.
"I hope we didn't kill them,'' said Tom, a bit anxiously,
as he looked down at the white faces of the two raklcals.
"Not much danger of th at,'' answered Jack, coolly.
"Those bullet heads ought to be able to stand a policeman's
locust, and that's harder than these bits of wood. Oome,
now, let's disarm them before they come to."
They found four revolvers on them, two of which belonged to their companions.
"We have quite an armament now," laughed Jack. "Help
me drag them down on the shore and prop them up against
that· rock."
The unconscious rascals were placed in the position indicated by Harding.
"Now h1;1stle over to the house for that rope, Tom, then
we'll have these two foxy chaps dead to rights."
Tom was back inside of five minutes with the cord, and
he helped Jack tie the twa Night Hawks in a way thaL rendered them completely helpless.
"Now we'll tackle the other two at the house," said
Harding,'" and then we'll bring them Ci.own here and leave
them while we sail the boat around."
In spite of the fact that the two scoundrels were stupidly

drunk, Tom experienced a feeling of nervousness while he
assisted Jack in cutting them loose, one at a time, from
the chairs, and retying them in a more secure fashion.
At length the job was done and the .four Night Hawks
were in their power.
Taking one of the crooks at a time, they carried them
to the shore where their two companions were still in a
state of insensibility.
Then they went to the cove, boarded the Seadrift, and
sailed her around to that part of the island.
After placing the mal10gany box in the cuddy, they
aumped the fom crooks in after it, pushed o;ff and started
for Barmouth.
It was nearly three o'clock when 'l'om aroused Constable
Spriggins from his bed to tell him about the ca.pture of the
Night Hawks.
The officer could hardly believe his ears.
He knew, however, that Tom Travers was not a practical
joker, so he hitched up his light wagon and drove with the
boy d0wil. to the Travers dock.
The four rascals were pulled out of the cuddy and loaded
on thti wagon, then the mahogany box with its valuable
contents followed, and last of all came the papier-mache
birds' beads, which Tom and Jack had taken care to bring
along as evidence of the idei1tity of their prisoners.
With this load the constable drove off for tbe county jail,
while Tom and his friend Jack separated for the night,
after congratulating ·each other over the prospect of soon
pocketing the reward for the capture o:f the Night Hawks.

CHAPTER IX.
THE INVENTION.

The Ba:rrnouth Daily Courant next morniiig printed a
column story, embellished with a formidable scare head, of
the capture of the Night Ilawks by Tom Travers and Jack
Harding on Hermit I sland.
'The particulars were furnished by the constable and put
in type by the foreman of the paper, for the editorial force
had retired when the news reached the Oourant office.
The editor and proprietor of the paper was therefore as
much surprised as any one else when he saw the story in
print.
Tom and the young blacksmith were natural1y the heroes
of the hour, and quite a crowd of curio11s townspeople visited the smithy to lea.rn further particulars of the astonishing affair.
Every boy in town who knew Tom tried Lo hunt him up
for a similar reason, but, as he was taking a good, long
sleep in his roqrn, he was not visible 1mtil the afternoon. I
A Oourant i'eporter had to make three calls at his house
before he got the desired chance to interview him for the
afternoon edition.
N alhan Kemp also made 'another call at the cottage in
an ineffectual attempt to get Patty Penrose to go back to
his house, but the girl refused to do so, and he retired
greatly chagrined, for the magistrate had refused to enter-
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"Are you going to put all the bootblacks ouf of busitain his complaint against Patty, and ruled that she had
a right to secede from his household if she chose to do so.
ness, Tom?" laughed Harding.
"I wouldn't be surprised but I may in time."
The court-house was crowded when the four crooks were
"What is the name of this remarkable preparation?"
brought up for their preliminary exa:qiination, at which
"It hasn't any name yet. I am hunting for o:rie. PerTorn and J ack were ihe star witnesses.
'There were a dozen complain:mls against the rascals, haps you might think of a good title for it yourself."
Jack, however, shook his head.
most of whom i<lcntified a considerable portion of their
"I a~1 not good at such things. I wouldn't think of a
!'to.Jen properly among the plunder which the mahogany
box contained.
suitable name for your preparation in an age."
The evidence was conclusive, and the magistrate held
"I was thinking of calling it 'Polishine.'"
the men for trial.
.'"l'h at isn't so 'bacl. It certainly does not seem to come
We may as well say here that they were duly tried, con- oil', no matter what you do to it."
victed and sent to the State prison for a term of years.
. ·"That's both the advantage and disadvantage of it-the
Everybody agreed that Tom and Jack had fairly ea.rned advantage to the user, the disadvantage to the seller, for
the one thousand r.loll ars reward, anrl it was pa'.i d over to he never can expect to sell a second bottle' to the same cus·
them.
tomer ·unless the bottle is lost or lea.ks."
"Are you going to make it yourself and market it, or
Mr. Manson, whose cottage had been robbed, was so
pleased to get his property back that lie sent Tom and lease your patent o.ut ?"
" I am going to make it myself, or rather Patty is, at
Harding each a· hunnred-dollar ]Jill, so that altogether they
pocketed six hundred dollars ea.ch by their night adventure first. As soon as 'I get up a demand for the article I'll hire
on the islanrl.
somebody to manufacture it, Patty will take charge of the
During July, August and September Tom earned a good office and salesroom, and I'll go on the road in earnest."
many dollars with 11 is boai', aml when not so employed lie
" How do you expect to create a demand?"
was perfecting aITangcmcni.s i.o launch his p~tent un ex"By advertising it in the newspapers, giving public demcelled shoe polish on the market.
onstrations of its superiority as a shoe polish, and placing
This polish was someth ing new ancl unique in its lin e.
sample bottles on sale at the a.ppropriate stores, not only in
Tom, while trying to manufacture a shoe luster with a this town, but in Boston and aJl large neighboring phces."
" That wi11 take a lot of money, Tom. Your six hundred
recipe he had picked out of an old almanac, had accidentally
evol vd a wondcrfpl kind of compound that gave a water- dollars won·t go very far."
proof gloss to even the oldest and most dilapidated-looking
"Oh, I'll have to creep before I can walk-that is, I'll
shoe.
have to go slow at first. I'm young yet and have a lot of
It all came about through inadvertently emptying the time ahead to build the business up."
contents of a wrong bottle into the liquid mass while mix"When are you going to start in?"
ing it.
"Right a.way. I'm not going to sleep over this thing,
He did not aiscover his error until the polish was ready bet your life. I've got all my pfans laid out. I 'll have a
for bottling, and before throwing it away in disgust he gross of wide-mouthed bottles down .here in a few days
applied some of the stuff to an ancient pair of shoes in the from the N antic~ke Glass Works. I've given an order for
garret, just to see what effect it would have on them.
twelve gross as a starter. Patty will have all the work she
The re ult was so astonishing that he experimented fur- wants manufacturing and putting up the polish, while I
ther, to make sure that the effect was as it appeared to be. devote my time to the outside business. I'm going to canHe found that leather coated with his new polish iook vass this town thoroughly so as to get my hand in."
on a wonderfully rich gloss that shone like French .wood
"Well, Tom, I wish you all the success in the world in
. polish, and he also discovered that water had no effect on your new enterprise. You and Patty ought to make a good
it in the way of dimming it.
team. She thinks the world of you, and you can depend
Furthermore, when bespattered with mud all that was that she'll do all she can to help you along."
necessary to restore it to its original luster was a damp
"Patty is all :i:ight. She takes to the polish lilre a duck
cloth.
to the water. She thinks whatever I get up is bound to go."
How long this polish wouli;l last after one application
"It's my opinion, from what I know of you, Tom, that
to a shoe Tom had not Jet been able to tell, for after two it won't be your fault if your polish doesn't go. You've
months' wear in all weathers he found that a sample pair got the greatest eye for business of any boy I ever knew."
of his own shoes wa. still capable o·f appearing in polite
society after a good rubbing witn a damp rag.
CHAPTER X.
From present indications one bottle of his polish would
PUSHING T .I -IE MAGIC POLISH.
last a perf:on an indefinite time.
''I'm afraid the thing is too good," he remarked to Jack
A few days later the inhabitants of Barmouth noticed
one cl a~r, "for it looks as if once a pair of shoes is properly that during the preceding night a new poster had been
coated with it thry will never require a second one."
pasted up all about town.
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In si! it was 24 by 3€ inches.
It represented a brilliantly red sun with rays shooting
out from it all around.
On the disk was printed in big black type the word "Polishine."
Beneath the sun was the legend: "Magic Shoe Polishthe Greatest Ever."
That day show cards appeared in all the grocery stores,
shoe stores, and divers ottier stores, bearing a reduced facsimile of the poster.
·
They were flanked with bottles bearing an attractive
label, whose distinguishing feature .was a small reproduction of the cards.
ThQSe advertisements attracted considerable attention.
People b~gan inquiring about the n~w shoe polish, and
almost everybody bought a bottle to try.
In a week half the people in Barmouth were advertising
the polish on their footgear and taiking about its remarkable properties.
Tom Travers received so many congratulations upon the
wonderful properties of his product that if he hadn't been
a level lad he probably would haYe got a swelled head.
It was soon noticed that the cowhide boots of the neighboring farmers and even their help had lost their customary
rusty tint and sparkled in the sun like the glass slippers of
Cinderella.
Before long nobody had the nerve to appear :tbroad without the'shine.
AJ a matter of course the Daily Courant printed an article about the astonishing transformation in the pedal attachments of the good people of Barmouth.
This paper, being circulated throughout all the adjoining villages, caused a rush of orders for "Polishine" to the
stores that handled it.
In a local way T om's shoe polish was becoming quite celebrated.
Tom now decided to enlarge his field of operations.
So he went to Boston with a large supply of his stuff and
r.dvertising matter and began a systematic canvass of the
appropriate stores there.
He got out a fresh supply of posters and had a bill-posting company placard them on every available board
throughout th \:) city.
.
Then he took out a peddler's license, hired a horse and
wagon, took up a position at various prominent corners .and
began to give demonstrations of his polish.
He was a convincing and energetic talker, and found no
difficulty in disposing of hundreds of small bottles of the
stuff at ten cents each.
I
The regular-sized bottles, sold at the stores, were twentyfive cents each, the profit to the seller being forty per cent.
Wintry weather coming on, he gave up this strenuous
method of advertising and took to the road, visiting every
town of importance from one end of the State to the other
before the balmy atmosphere. of a new spring came around
again.
While be was away Patty Penrose bor e the burden of
I

•

the manufacturing and shipping end of the business in a,
way that called for his mo:st enthusiastic approval.
If T om bad an eye for business, she seemed to have two.
She developed an amazing amount of energy for a girl,
especially of her years.
She thought of nothing outside the interests of the
"Magic Shoe Polish," unless it was Tom himself.
When she talked about "Polishine" her face shone as if
it reflected the shining qualities of the compound Tom was
pushing for all he was worth.
The demand for the magic prepara.tion gradually exceeded Patty'R ability to produce it, and so, with Tom's
approval, she rented a small store in the business section
of Barmouth for a sales depot and hired two girls t o make
the polish and put it up in a big r~ar room.
As Patty was growing prettier anc1 more vivacious every
day, the store soon became 11 popular resort for young chaps
who had taken a liking to the girl.
They bought unnumbered ten-cent bottles of the polish
as an excuse for speaking to her, and they put so many
unnecessary coats of the stuff on their shoes that they sparkled with a brilliance that caused people to wonder if they
were acting as walking advertisements of Tom's preparation.
'
'
In the window of the store Patty had a dozen highly
polished shoes ranged in a row, and above each was a small
faucet of running water which inundated the shoes.
It was about this time that Tom advertised for the handsomest girl in Boston.
Of course he had several hundred applic11nts.
Most of them were really beauties, and he had a difficult
job choosing one from the lot.
This young lady soon appeared in the !lhow window of
the most prominent shoe store in the city-a store owned
by Mr. Manson, the gentleman who spent his summers with
his family at his cottage in Barmoutb.
This gentleman had not forgotten the debt he owed Tom
Travers and .Jii.ck Harding for the recovery of many valuable heirlooms stolen by the four Night Hawks.
He took a great interest in Tom's shoe polish, as well as
in the boy's busine8s1ike address, and when Travers suggested that it would be a good advertisement for both of
them if he were permitted to put a haudsome · girl in one
of his show windows for the purpose of giving a demo:pstration of the virtues of the magic shoe polish the gentleman
readily consented.
The result was that a throng of ladies and gentlemen
gathered every day in front of the window, and the demonstration soon proved to be a winner.
The magic polish began to sell like hot cakes.
The men stopped to look at the girl, and soon got interested in the unfadable luster that looked them in the face
from the displar of shoes on the glass shelves.
The young lady would take a shoe at random from a
shelf, thrust the polished part in a fancy pail of water and
·then rub it vigorously with a cloth.
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He planned to remain two or three weeks in t e metropoInstead of dimming or destroying the shine, it only made
lis to introduce his magic polish to the trade, and inciit glow the brighter.
Then she WQuld hold up a show card with the words : dentally to the general public also.
On the boat he read a paragraph in an afternoon daily
"Try a bottle of Polishine. One application will outlast which stated that Bud Smith, one o.f the Night Hawks he
the shoe. Twenty-five cents a bottle."
and Jack Harding had captured and helped convict, had
Tom opened a branch office on Washington Street in a escaped from the State prison.
"He was the worst of the btlnch," he mused. "It's albig building, as he was now making a good profit.
the hardest cases that work their way to freedom. I
ways
from
polish
the
sell
to
canvassers
for
He advertised
he'll be caught, however."
suppose
the
in
work
the
at
men
dozen
house to house, and soon had a
New York in the morning, registered at a
reached
Tom
residential sections of Boston.
had his breakfast, and then started out
hotel..
second-class
o.f
attention
Mr. Manson recommended the polish to the
businePs
do.
to
places
the heads of the big shoe factories in Lynn and other
He had en0ugh samples and his regular paraphernalia
where he purchased his stock in trade.
Tom made a personal call at each establishment and gave to commence with, and, having ta.ken down the addresses
a demonstration of what his magic polish would accom- of the wholesale grocery houses, he began operations with
them.
plish.
He spent two days trying to convince the management of
He caught three factories right off on a year's contract,
and others fell in line when their managers saw the superi- these es ta blisbments that "Polishine" made every other
•
ority of "Polishine" over the standard polishes on the shoe polish on the market look like a superannuated veteran
beside a spick and span new recruit.
market.
He found that it isn' t the best always that comes to the
facilities
his
increase
to
had
Tom
was
The consequence
until there is a good-sized demand behind to enforce
front
preparation.
magic
the
of
for the manufacture
of its merits.
appreciation
an
for
up
it
put
and
make
to
A dozen girls were employed
one house to take hold of it, and that
got
he
However;
the
of
manager
general
market, with Patty Penrose as
something.
was
plant.
Then he tackled the great department stores.
She was no longer seen in the little store, but had a desk
One big Sixth Avenue emporium permitted him to inin the shipping and packing department in the big rear
·a demonstrator, and he advertised for a pretty girl
troduce
room.
talk well.
could
who
Her host of admirers missed her, and there was a great
to his liking, instructed her in the business
one
He got
falling off in the store sales of ten-cent bottles.
Tom was ma.king the business hum, though he was not of bringing out all there was in the magic polish, and estabmaking very much money yet, as he put nearly !lfl his prof- lished her at the depa.rtment store in question.
This P.roved to be one of the most effective ways of inits into advertising his preparation and keeping it before
troducing his preparation to the attention of the ladies of
the public.
New York, who in turn soon made their husbands ac..
He was working for the future, not the present.
Tt would take years of energetic work to shove bis "Pol- quainted with its fine qualities.
It was such a success that Tom succeeded in getting a
ishine" into such prominence that it would sell itself all.
clemonstrator into three other big department stores.
over the country.
He also introduced demonstrators in the windows of
have
would
he
realized
- Long before that, dream was fully
shoe and other stores with equal success, and
prominent
cases
on
cases
to put up a factory capable of turning out
so much stock fro~ Barrnouth that Patty
for
called
he
year.
• of bottles of his polish every working day of the
the working force by six more girls.
increase
to
had
However, things were going very well at present.
Tom had got three more wholesale gr~e~
time
this
By
His sales were steadily on the increase, and the prospects
a score of large shoe stores to handle his
and
stores i:tt line,
ahead were bright and rosy.
polish.
magic shoe
After spending a mo~th around New York he opened an
,,
agency for his "Polishine" and hired a smart young man
to look after his interests and push the preparation for all
CHAPTER XI.
it was worth.
When Tom got back to Barmouth he found that Patty
TOM DEMONSTRATES THAT HE IS NOT ASLEEP.
,
was looking tired and overworked.
too much for you,
getting
is
business
the
afraid
"I'm
Travers
Tom
that
summer
of
days
early
the
in
It was
concern.
some
of
tone
a
in
said
he
conPatty,"
that
River
Fall
for
train
a
took
and
packed his grip
"I am doing the best I can, Tom," said the girl, with one
nected with a boat for New York.
her winsome smiles. ·
exof
by
him
preceded
A large case of his "Polishine" ha.d
know you a.re," he replied earnestly. "You've been
"I
press.
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doing fi
ever since J started-as good as a man, every general manager ; you'll be the treasurer, and for a whne
bit; but you're not as strong as a man, and you'll have to the bookkeeper and shipping clerk, while .Jack wi,11 be supertake a vacation."
intendent of i.he fo ci.ory ancl general boss when I'm away.
"How can I, Toni?" she asked wistfully. "Unless you He'll attend to all the heavy work and help you out when
mean to stay here for a time and look after matters your- th"-l business grows bigger than it is now."
·
self."
"That will be nice," she exclaimed entlrnsiastically.
"Well, I can do that, of courRe, but I hacl different
"Or course we are not going 1.o get marri ed for a whil e
plans."
yet, for we're too young. You're only sixteen now, and I'm
"Then how can I leave the business?"
only seventeen and a haJf. Besid es, l want to put thi s
"I'll manage somehow. I can't afford to have you get business squarely on its feet before I can settle clown. I 've
sick, Patty. You're the best little girl in all the world. got lots of ,traveling ahead of me. I'm going to vi sit all
,.' You've taken as much interest in this business as if you lhe big cities, even as far west as San Francisco."
were a full partner instead of a mere employee. I know
"Oh, Tom ! as :far as i.hai. ?"
you have done that for my sake. Isn't that so, Patty?"
"Sure thing. You can't go to sleep and build a paying
"Yes," she replied. .
busineFs up. A frllow ltas got to keep on th e hustl e. Y 01-i
"Well, you're gocrng to be a full partner some clay, a.r en·t 011ght 1.o see how hard I bad toi t alk in New York 1.o catch
you?"
and. hold the attention of i.he busin ess men th ere. They
"Me?" she exclaimed, opening her pretty eyes in sur- have no time to lose, and you've got to Rhow cause every
prise.
time, or you'll get tmncd clown hard. I made up my mind
"Who else? .You're going to marry me, aren't you, by not to be turned down in fhc long run, and I wasn't. No
and by.?"
one in New York had heard of 'Polishi:n e' until I brou ght
·"Oh, Tom !" hiding her face in her hands.
it tq their notice. It's hard to get a hearing there. fo r
She didn't resist when he pulled her head down on his somebody is trying to introduce some kind or a 110velty on
shoulder and kissed her.
the market i.herc every day in i.he year, and wOTking over"It's yes, isn't it, Patty. You're going to be my partner lime, at that. But J just wedged myself: in. 1 knew the
for life?"
polish would take if it got i.o th e front, and 1 fu st made it
'
"Yes~ 'l'om, if you wi'Sh me to/' she answered gently, my business to drag it i.here. I studied the situation and
with a happy light in her eyes.
got busy. Well, to-day it's being sold like hot cakes in four
"Of course I wish you to. Haven't I always wished it?" of the big department sforcs. Three wholesale grocers have
"I suppose so."
taken hold of 1 it and are distributing it among their customers, while two hundred shoe stores have it in stock, and
"You mean you know so," he persisted.
"Yes."
I've got a smart young fellow established in an office who
"That's right. Speak up like a little woman. 'Now will keep the ball rolling at top speed,and will give no storeyou'w going to take a vacation, do you understand?
keeper who ought to have it rest until he takes hold of it.
"Yes, Tom."
I'm going to work the same tactics in Chicago and in other
"To-morrow will be the Fourth of July again. The hot big cities, with variatio.ns to meet all circumstancei:i. · I t~ll
weather is on, and if you persisted in carrying on the busi- you, Patty, this shoe polish is the best thing of its kind in
ness as you have been doing for these nine months back existence, and nothing short of a Universal business upthere'd soon be nothing left of you but a grease spot."
heaval, which isn't likely, is going to prevent me from making the public cotton right to it. A good thing is bo1md to
"Oh, what a fib!" she cried, with a laugh.
"Or else you'd be down in the bed sick. Of course, I'm reach its level, whether it's a man or a product, and P olnot going to stand for any such thing as that. There's ishine is a good thing, every day in the week, Sunday in•
"Inly one Patty in the world, and I can't afford to lose her. cluded."
lt is just a year ago since you emancipated yourself from
"My gracious, how you can talk, Tom I" exclaimed Patty,
the chltches of Nathan Kemp and his sister."
admiringly. "I don't wonder you have made the business
"Thanks_to you, Tom."
boom."
"I believe I talk right to the point, Patty, whether I 'm
"Well, I'm happy that I had a hand in it, and you have
/ repaid me several hundred times over. Now, I'm going to pushing Polishine or making love to you."
"You are certainly very convincing,'' f'he replied shyly.
have a talk with Jack Harding to-night. He's going to
"When a fellow has an eye to business he generally is
marry Dora soon, and I think he can do better for himself
and me as the manager of the Poli:ihine Works ,t han as a convincing in his arguments. But there are other ways
blacksmith. I can offer him a future worth while, and of convincing p€Qple, too."
"What are those ?"
he's going to accept, or I'll know the reason why not."
'' One, for · instance, is to let actions Rpenk louder than
"Then you won't want me any, more?" she said wistfully.
"Sure I'll want you, after yo.ur vacation. You shall take word s."
Wi th that he grabbed the girl in•hii:; arrns and gave her
charge of the money end of the business. I'm going to
make a company out of this thing. I'll be president and several kisses.
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"Oh, my, aren't you a bear!" she cried, making a feint part of September, I shall look to you to iake full charge
to box his ears, and then rushing out of the room to hide of affairs here. Patty will help yon out ii you should feel
lhe need .of her advice. You can't go wrong with her at.
,,
her blushes.
your elbow."
"She's a mighty smart girl, Tom," nodded J aek, "and
between you, I and the post, the brightest thing you can
CHAPTER XII .
do is to marry her after a while."
"Thanks, old chap," laughed Tom. "That's exactly what
THE ESCAPED CONVICT.
I mean lo do."
"Is that right? Have you really popped the question
'rhat night Tom had an interview with Jack Harding.
her?"
to
Jack,"
life,
your
of
chance
"I'm going to ofl'er you the
have, and she said yes."
"I
he said, getting down to business.
glad to hear it. I've been watching her off and on
"I'm
''The chance of my life, ch?" laughed Ilarcling.
put her in charge of this end of your polish busiyou
since
"Yes. I' want you to give up blacksmilhing and come
ness, and I told Do.ra more than once that you would miss
in with me."
a whole lot if you let an.other fellow win Palty away from
"Into the shoe polish business?"
"That's right. It's going to make a fortune f :tne, and you."
"Well, let's get back to what we were talking about,"
I want you to shar~ it."
"That's a pretty liberal proposition, Tom. Anybody said Tom.
He gave Jack a general idea of the methods he had been
would be a fool to refuse sharing another's fortune if the
chance was offered to him. I know you've been making out using to push the business and the results he had developed
:fine so far with Polishine, and I've no doubt there's a big so far.
He also outlined his plans for the future.
future in it. If you will show me how I can help you make
Jack was an enthusiastic listener.
thoua
got
I've
business.
talk
to
ready
am
I
it
of
a success
He easily saw that Tom hacl been born with an eye to
spoken
you
Have
in.
put
could
I
that
sand dollars saved up
and that he was a boy who was not asleep at any
business,
to Dora on the subject?"
game.
the
of
stage
"Yes, and she's in favor of you taking hold with me."
certainly great possibilities in Polishine, and
were
There
"That will go a great way with me, for I feel bound to
realize on them, that one was Tom Travers.
could
one
if any
consider your sister's views to a considerable extent."
Here was a chance for him to get on the band wagon, and ,
"Well, Jack, my idea is for you, I and Patty tOI shaPe
equally in the fruits of Polishine. She's already done a be was going to accept it.
Blacksmithing was all right in its way, but il wasn't the
man's share in helping me put the business on its feet, and
I am bound that she shall have full recognition for her road to fortune.
So he ancl 'l'om came to a complete understanding beservices, apart from the small wages she has been drawing."
fore the interview was over.
Harding nodded hie approval.
Jack was. lo sell his smithy and put all his money into
"The business is already making money, but the most of
that money must go right back into it (or some time to Polishine, which, with hi;:: services, w01ild entitle him to a
come in order to increase the volume of business. So far third interest in the growing business.
In a day 01· lwo Patty retired from the responsibilities
I have done scarcely any advertising in newspapers to speak
had lately lriecl her brain and nerves to their limit, and
that
done,
be
to
ought
of. I can't afford to do it in the way it
herself to recuperating her energies for the dedevoted
and spasmodic advertising doesn't pay."
"What part of Lhe business do you expect me to look mands of the coming year.
Tom derided that she' mus( take two instead of a month's
after?" asked Jack.
"The manufacturing part. ln fact, I want you to take eest, as he intended to ~tay aronnn Barmouth until the
first of September, when he proposed to go West.
general charge with Patty of this encl of affairs."
Orders continued to come in for the shoe polish in satis"I'm afraid I'll have a heap to learn. You see, I'm a
gpod blacksmilh, all right, beeause I have been educated factory quantity during July and August.
The New York agent wa:; evidently doing his whole duty
up in it, but I'd be all at sea at an_y other vocation at first."
"You're a smart fellow, Jack, and it won't take you long ancl earning every cent of his salary, while Tom made freto get into harness. Patty is going to take a month's vaca- quent trips to Boston to keep the pot a-hoili.ng.
"Things arc going all right, Jack, and the business, as
tion, and I'm going to stay right here till she comes back
as I've pu,,hed it, is holcling ils own: but just you see
far
her
off
responsibility
the
all
to work. I want you to take
will happen when I begin stirring !hin7s up out Wcsl.
what
financial
the
shoulders. She'll have enough to do to run
have to moYe into larger quartcrK. From Chicago
You'll
end, look afler the books, and keep track of the shipping
to CinGinnati and SL Louis, and many lesser
going
I'm
orders. I want you to pull right jn with her and attend
to all the details. I'll post you in your duties while she's cities. If l'm not wan led bark here, it may be six m01:._ths
resting, and then when I start for Chicago, in the early before I return. After I finish with the West I'm going to
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take in Philadelphia, Baltimore and the big places South,
but l slrnll return to Barmouth £rst. I shall want to see
Patty, and how things arc going on, of course."
Tom spoke ''"ith such confidence and enthusiasm that
Jack had not any cloubi but that Polishine would take on
a real boom just as soon as its inventor took to the roa~
again.
Dming the la~t week in August Tom persuaded his
mother and Patty to go with him a.rid spend a few clays at
the quiet little t01rn of Plymouth, on Cape Cod Bay, about
· forty miles ~outh of Darmouth.
It wonld be a change for them in a way, though the to\\'n
posse ~cl none of the advantages of a seJsUe resort like
Barmouth.
The fourth day of their stay was a stormy one, and news
was brought to the town that a big bark had gone ashore
on a sand bar some miles to the south, in the neighborhood
of an unfrequented stretch of shore.
Tom, having nothing to do, decided to tramp down to
the vicinity of the wreck.
'I'he clerk at the small hotel where they were stopping
directed him to follow a certain road out of Plymouth,
which would take him within a mile of the bay.
"It's better for you to go that way than along the shore,
for it's more direct," be said. "You can't go wrong if you
turn off by the lane close to the Plymouth roadhouse you'll
see about seven miles from here. It's the only house for
mil<>s on the road, so you couldn't miss it if you tried."
Tom thanked him and started.
It was a bleak 11.fternoon, as we have remarked.
The sky was still piled up with clouds, though the storm
was practically over, and the wind from the bay blew keen
and cold across the country.
It prm·~d to be a lone~ome walk for Tom, but he didn't
mind that in the least.
•
He tramped sturdily onward until he sighted and finally
came up wi [h the roadhouse referred to by the hotel clerk.
The lane leading to the bay was close by, and Tom turned
into it.
A mile down the lane he came to an apparently deserted
building a story and a half high.
Within the last half hour the air had been growing
darker and darker, as the clouds from the sea rolled thicker
and thicker upon one another.
Tom was satisfied it was going to rain, and so he hailed
the house in question with a feeling of satisfaction.
"I guess I'll have to give up my trip to the shore, though
I'm almost there. I don't care fa risk a bath with my summer flannels on. I'll stop at this shelter and rest a while.
Maybe the weather will brighten by and by."
Tom entered the building'and looked around.
An old-fashioned wide, open fireplace stood at the bacl~
of the single room that composed the lower floor, and there
was the remains of a recent fire on the hearth.
There were also a rough deal ·table and three stools in
the room, while on the table stood a black bottle with a
piece of candle stuck into the neck.

The1e were liquor stains, fragments of food and fine
pieces of smoking tobacco strewn about on the table, showing that some one had tarried there recently.
The floor was full of cracks and holes, and was covered
with the dirt of many months.
Tom hied one of the closed doors he saw and found it
opened on an empty, roomy cupboard.
A ladder which stood in one corner communicated
through an open trap with a loft above.
Tom crept up to see what the place was like.
There were two piles of dry hay there that looked as if
they had been used as beds by a pair of homeless wanderers.
Between the beds lay a couple of bundles, which seemed
io indicate that the men who had slept on the straw intended to return for a night's lodging, at least.
Tom was on the point of retracing his steps to the floor
below,
he heard voices outside the building, and presently
ough-looking individuals entered the house.
"Bl
the weather!" growled one of them. "It's comin'
on to rain again."
"Dash my vig I" answered the other, with a strong cockney accent, "if hit ain't gettin' blacker nor the hace of
spades."
The two men took their seats at the table, ancl the thickset man struck a match and lighted the candle in the bottle.
Tom, peering down through the trap, had a good view
of both of them.
The one with the London accent was short and thin, wore
a soft cap, and had his threadbare jacket buttoned close
around his body.
He looked like famine's youngest son, so drawn and cadaverous were his features.
Tom gave him but a casual glance, for the other man
arrested his attention.
There was something strangely familiar about him to
the boy.
As he approached his face to the ·candle to light a pipe
he had filled his features were thrown for a moment into
bold reli<>f.
'l'hen it was that Tom recognized him as Bud Smith, one
of the Night Hawks, who had escaped from the State
prison.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE SOLE SURVIVOR OF THE WRECK.

"Well, Jimmy, things look kind of queer with us," remarked Bud Smith, with a scowl.
"Queer! They couldn't look queerer," answered his companion, whose name was Jimmy Gubbins, disconsolately.
The speaker was a London sneak thief, with a record at
the Scotland Yard det~tive bureau, and he had come to
America because he couldn't keep out of ~ail at home.
"We haven't a nickel between us," growled Smith.
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"Dash my vig, but I'm vith you," cried the English
"Xever a red/' replied Gubbins. "And we hain't 'ad
jumping to his feet and following his companion
crook,
nothin' io heat all day."
outside.
Smith.
said
"I should like to rai::;c the wind somehow,"
" Thank goodness, they're gone !" breathed Tom, slipping
"Should you?" returnerl the cockney crook. "Vell, then,
I'm precious glad you can't-the vind is too 'igh already clown the ladder. "I'd rather take a goo.cl soaking than
I for the ruinated state of my wardrobe. I'm bless'd if the have a run-in with those chaps in this lonesome place."
He went to the door to waich their retreat, but was rather
vind don't blow in at this 'ere 'ole at the top 0:£ my cap, and
staggered to see them standibg just outside, looking in the
comes hout at this 'ere 'ole at the bottom 0:£ my shoe."
·
"Don' t be so funny. You know what I mean. We've got direction of the ba.y.
his gaze
turned
he
Wondering what the:y were looking at,
to have money, or we don't eat."
"Oh, Lor'! Don't mention heatin'. I'm that 'ungry in that direction, too.
A bearded, square-built man, dressed in a pea jacket and
heat a 'orse, tail and hall."
could
I
that clearly indicated that his business was connectcLl
cap
a
unwater
than
stronger
anythin'
drink
we
"Neither do
sea, was coming up the lane.
the
with
chip."
a
as
dry
as
is
throat
My
less we can find the price.
a bit unsteadily, like a man who might haYe
walked
He
'errin'."
"And. mine is as dry as a salt
much.
too
drop
a
taken
we
since
"I've never known it to be otherwise, Jimmy,
seemed io watch his approach with much
crooks
two
The
come together," said Smith, with a sardonic grin.
a certain amount of apprehension for
with
interest-Tom
"I can't 'elp it. I.t 's my mother's fault-she weaned me
believed that the two rascals were
easily
he
for
s~fety,
hi&
on salt fish ."
the stranger on the chance of
attack
to
enough
"She did, eh?" chuckled Smith. " It's a wonder you desperate
pockets.
didn't become a sailor, then, instead of a sleight-of-hand finding money in his
"Hello, messmate," said Smith, when the newcomer got
artist."
"Sleight-of-' and artist!~ Is that wot you call per:£essional quite close to them. "Where bom1d ?"
"I'm bound :£or a town called Plymouth," replied the
gents like me in this country? Never 'eard the name bestranger. "Perhaps you can tell me if I'm likely to fetch
fore."
it on this tack."
"It fits you, don't it?"
"Plymouth is eight miles away," replied Smith; " but,
my
but
maybe,
believe,
wouldn't
You
bad.
'ar:£
t
ain'
"It
me and my pal is goin' there, we'll see to it you don·t
as.
to
used
he
me.
of
hangel
a
make
to
wanted
grandmother
your way."
miss
was
hextras
for
me
allowed
she
veek
a
say that the 'aypenny
that's kind of you. I haven't been in these part;;
"Well,
she
But
by.
honestly
come
not
better'n a sovereign a day
and the country looks kind of strange to me,
years,
ten
for
me,'
to
say
she'd
time
a
was a hignorant old cretur. Many
believe it's changed any. You see, the bark
don't
I
though
prison.'
to
'He who prigs vot isn't his'n, 'e vill surely go
which I shipped at BuenosAyres for Bos!o::,
in
Shenandoah,
But 'e von't if 'e hain't caught at it."
fog last night so;rnewhere off Bo::1 ton Light.
a
in
caught
got
"You've been pinched often enough to know how it
drifted about all night, and thi ;;
reckoning,
our
lost
We
feels ."
a sand bar yonder," and the
on
ashore
"Vell, powder me blue if I hain't seen the insides ·of morning went
the bay. "I was the only
toward
hevery jug within "a 'undred mile of Lunnon. The beaks speaker waved his hand
1."Jlew me so well l couldn't valk 'ar.f a block but von 0:£ them one saved, for the sea pounded the vessel so hard that she
broke up. I floated ashore on a spar and was hauled o::t
'ad 'is heye on me."
of th e surf by the life-saving crew of the station below here.
"So you hook the old country and came to America."
They pulled me around after a time, and I made up my
"I 'ad to. It got too 'ot for me hover there."
to walk to Plymouth, where I was told I could catch
mincl
stand
you
unless
here
over
cooler
any
it
"Yol1 won't find
for Boston. I'm afraid, though, that the last glass
train
a
in with the cops."
I drank has kind of muddled my brains,
whiskey
hot
of
to
interesting
very
not
The foregoing conversation was
strong since I came out of the hospital at
very
ain't
1Yhich
pair
the
at
loft
Tom Travers, as he looked down from the
.
.
Ayres."
Buenos
of rascals at the table.
messmate," replied Smith . .
that,
about
worry
you
"Don't
H e wondered how long they intended to stay there.
with a great deal . of
road
your
on
right
you
He didn't relish the nearness of their society, and he en- "We'll see
•
t ertained serious doubts as to how they would act if he pleasure."
, my friend. I
kindnesR
"I'm obliged to you for your
made an attempt to leave the premises while they were in
you. I alway::;
with
hope you'll allow me to make it all right
the building.
At length Bud Smith 1.-nocked the dead ashes from his like to pay for any favor that's r endered me, especially a.;;
pipe, blew out the candle, got up and moved toward the in this case you both look as if you'd seen hard luck."
"We don't want to rob you, messmate," replied Smith,
door.
roadthe
a friendly way. "You've been shipwrecked, you kno": ,
to
in
up
goin'
"I'm
said.
he
Jimmy,"
on,
"Come
can't have much about yol1."
and
at
gnawin'
this
stand
can't
I
house to beg a meal.
where you make a mistake, my friends. I'Ye
"That's
jail.:'
in
be
vitals. I'd about as soon
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more than a thousand dollars in a belt around my waist.
I saved that, you see, if I was shipwrecked."
."Oh, blessed saint of the mint! Did you hear that?"
Tom heard Jimmy Gubbins say in a low tone to his companion, "A thousand dollars! Oh, crickey !"
"Poor man! 'l'hey will rob, perhaps murder him,"
breathed the boy, with the greatest anxiety. "How can I
put him on his guard?"
At that moment it began to rain, and the drops came
down big and fast.
·
"It's rainin'. Looks as if it would come down hard in
a few minutes. We'll just take shelter in this old house,
messmate, till it lets up," said Smith, catching the stranger
by the arm and leading him toward the door; "then we'll
start for Plymouth."
"All right, my friend," ' 11aid the 111ariner, heartily. "I'm
not aching for another wetting, although I dare say it
wouldn't hurt me, seeing as I'm used to it."
"I mustn't be seen," said Tom to himself. "I'll get up
to the loft again."

around here? I haven't seen a house in ~ight, except thia
old shack, since I left the beach."
"There's a public 'ouse at the 'ead of the lane," said Gubbins, with alacrity. "I'll fetch the things from there."
"What's the use of taking all that trouble? We'll all
three go there and get a me'al shipshape," said the stranger,
rising.
"We can't go there now," objected Smith. '"It's rainin'
hard."
"Then how do you expect to get the bread and ~heese and
beer?" asked the mariner, sitting down again.
"Oh, I don't mind a vettin'," replied Gubbins. "It von't
be the first von I've 'ad. Vhy, vonce I vos ducked six.times
in an 'orse pond for bonin' a child's--"
Smith cut his reminiscent remark short with a uunch in
the stomach.
"Oh, crickey ! Wot did you do that for?"
"It was an accident," replied Smith, with a sc0iwl.
"Vell, don't do it again. You nearly made a 'hole through
my ~nnards."
"If you don't mind givin' my pal half ~ dollar, with a
He found, however, that he had no time to retreat above
if he hoped to escape observation, so he made a quick dive .trifle extra for a small pocket fl.ask of whiskey for yourself,
why, I'll be much obliged to you," said Smith to the
for the shelter of tlj.e cupboard and pulled the door to after mariner.

him.
"I must save this stranger somehow," tho·ught Tom, as
he watched the two crooks and their prospective victim enter
the room. "He's evidently the mate of the bark lost on the
sand ·bar. It is my duty to do by him as I should have
wished another to do by my father if, during his lifetime,
he had been placed in a like situation."
"How do you like our humble shed, messmate?" asked
Bud Smith, after he had relighted the candle 'and pointed
at one of the stools- a mute invitation tlmt the stranger
accepted. "Unfortunate ciTcumstances have compelled my
pal and myself to live here for ft week past."
"I thought you'd seen hard luck, my friend," replied the
mariner, in a tone of· hearty sympathy. "I suppose a fivedollar note divided between you two would be welcome?
You look as if you were hungry."
" 'Ungry !" chipped in Gubbins, placing one hand on his
stomach. "We hain't 'ad nothin' to eat worth mentionin'
for a month~"
"That's too bad. Is times so hard in this counh'Y now
that you can't get work?"
"They couldn't w.ell be ;arder," replied Jimmy, dolefully.
"Is that a fact? I suppose neither of you'll object to my
~tan:ding tTeat to a first-rate meal when we reach Plymouth?
lt isn't in my nature to see any man go hungry while I've
got a shot in the locker-that is, a dollar in my pocket."
"It's some distance to Plymouth, messmate. · If you
don't mind, we'd, consider it a favor if Y.Ou'd loan us _the
price of a couple of snacks of bread and cheese and a quaJ.'t
of beer. Perhaps you'd prefer whiskey for yourself?" said
Smith.
"J,oan you! Why, I'll give it to you, man;" replied the
manner, hreezily. "But where are yo'u going to get it

"I haven't got less than a five-dollar bill," replied the
man, unbuckling his belt, opening a water-tight compartment in it, and removing a wad of money.
The two crooks gazed with longing eyes at the roll of
bills as the stranger peeled off a five-dollar one and tossed
it on the table.
"There you ate," he said in a friendly way. "Use what
you want of it."
"Won't I?" muttered Gubbins, making a grab at the bill
as the mariner replaced the money belt around his waist.
He dashed up the ladder am1 presently returned with a
thick gunnysack, which he drew over his head and shoulders.
"This vill. do for a humberella," he grinned. "If the
vater comes in at the top o·f my shoes it'll run hout again
through the 'oles at the bottom."
With this parting remark he ran out ·of the doorway info
the "loom of the dre.ary afternoon.

--'
CHAPTER XIV.
ON TUE EVE OF .A. CRIME . .

"I suppose y01,1'vc bec.n all over the world, shipmate?"
i·emarked Smith, when the English sneak thief ha¢! departed on his errand.
"Pretty near," replied the mariner.
1·
"How long have you been at sea?"
"Eve!'. since I was a boy."
"That's a long time. Bound home now, eh?"
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"Home!" exclaimed the stranger, wilh a start. "I hope
so."
"You hope so? Aren't you sure?"
Tl1c mariner shook hi. head sadly.
t , "You can't be sure of anything ju ihis world. It's ten
years f'ince I was home last."
"Ten years I Where have you been all that time?"
", 'hipwrecked."
"Shipwrecked, eh ?"
"Every soul lmit but me-just like it was wilh the brig
this morning. Seems singular, doesn't it, that J was the
only one to live through both disaslen; ?"
Buel Smith nodded, and suck"cl at his pipe, which he had
refilled and lighted.
"Where was you shipwr0ckcd ?"
"On a small island ofr the coast of Routh America."
"Juflt where my father w11s losl," ihouglit 'J'om '!'ravers,
who was liF;tening intently.
"And di cl that liappen len years ago?" ask0d Smith.
"It dicl," replied lhe s~ranger, solemnly.
"Gracious!" breathed Tom. "His vessel was lost about
the same time as my father's, too."
"How long were you ,on the island?" asked Smith.
"Nearly ten years."
"Not all alone?"
"Yes, all alone," replied the mariner, with a nod.
"Didn't a V('flSel come near lhe island in all that time?"
" Tot a single vessel put in there all that time. Many
came near enough for me to signal them after a fashion,
but they 11ever paid any attention."
"That wa:; hard luck, 8hipmate."
·'I thought so until one clay a brig put in and took me
off. She left me at Buenos Ayres, where I was at once
taken clown with brain fever and sent to the hospital. When
I recovered I was not quite the same man I had been, at
least about the head. I shipped for Boston as chief mate
of the bark Shenandoah, although I had been a capt'n for
a matter of ten years. But my ill luck attended me still,
for she wa'> dri~en out of her course when within sight of
port and lost on the sand bar yonder, as I told you before."
"Well, shipmate, I reckon your hard luck is over now.
You'll soon be home," said Smith, with a wolfish chuckle.
"Ay, ay, if I ca.n find a home to go to," replied the
mariner, sadly.
"Why shouldn't you find it? You ain't forgot where
it was, have y.ou ?"
"No; but many changes happen in ten years."
"That's right, they do."
"I have doubtless long since ooen given 11p for dead."
"Very likely."
"My wife and little ones"-his voice broke anc1 he wiped
a tear away-"may be clea(l, or have mov0d somewhere
else."
·
"They wouldn't stay in one place ten years_,'' noclclcd
Smith.
"And RO you see how I'm fixc(l. I'll probably have to
look them up before I can hope to meet them again. But
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if they're alive I'll find them, never fear--0h, yes, I'll find
them."
At that moment Jimmy Gubbins came back with several
packages in his arms, a big tin pail in his hand, a bottle
oJ'. whiskey in one pocket and three glasses in the other.
He laid everything out on the table and took the center
stool himseH.
"You'll join us in a glass first, won't you, shipmate?"
saic1 8mith, proceeding to fill the glasses. "There's nothin'
like sociability, you know, to promote good friendship."
"Ycry well," consented the stranger, genially.
" 'Ere's i.o your wery good 'ealth, Mister Sailor," said
Gubbin~, grabbing his glass. "May we meet more num0rous, bnt never less respectable."
The glasH('S were quickly drained, and those of Smith an cl
his pal refill eel.
"'Now, shipmate, help yourself to the whiskey. Where's
lhe gt'nlleman's change, Jimmy?"
"Yell, blow me tight if I dicln't forget hall about it,"
saicl the !meak 1.hief, slowly taking some silver from his
pocket with one hand, while he ravenously devoured a
chunk or hrcad a~d cheese held in the other. "Wot was
it that yon give m0-a two-dollar bill, wasn't it?"
"No, ,Timmy, it was a five-plunk note," said Smith.
"You have a very bad memory."
"So my grandmother used to say when I boned her purse
vunce or twice and f~rgot to return it," replied the London
thief, grudgingly counting out the money. "There's yom
change. Two pints of beer at ten cents is a quarter. One
bottle or' whiskey at $1.50-that's two dollars. Eight sandwiches at ten cents each is another dollar.. And the loan of
three glasses is another quarter. That makes $3.50 altogether. 'l'hat's correct, isn't it?"
"I suppose it is," replied the stranger, pocketing the
change in an abstracted way.
"Of course it is," asserted Gubbins, winking at Smith.
"There's one thing I can say for myself, and. that is I'm
strictly honest. My grandmother walloped it into me and
I hain't forgot it. She used to say to me that honesty vos
the best policeman-we call 'em beaks on the other siclein the world. If you're honest you won't never get into the
jug. Unfort'nitly lots of honest folks gets into the ·work'ouse."
"You ain't drinkin', shipmate," said Smith. "Come,
now, fill up. A drop of whiskey '11 warm yoUT blood. This
kind of weather is enough to chill one to the bone."
Ile .filled the stranger's glass half full of the spirits. ·
"Your health, shipmate."
The mariner mechanically drank when the others drained
their glasses.
There w11s silence in the room for some minutes, while
the crooks worked their jaws over the sancl"\\'iches, that disappeared <l.own their throats with surprising rapidity.
To1n Travers all this time watched what was going on
untler his eye wiih a beating heart.
He frlt it was but a preliminary to a contemplatea crime.

.AN EYE TO BUSI:NESS.
Bud Smith was trying to lull the stral'iger into a sense
Rf complete security.
Had the mariner noticed Jimmy Gubbins's errors of
computation in accounting for the unexpended balance of
the five-dollar bill, he would have suspected him and compelled his comrade to disgorge the difl'erencc.
While he was stowing away his share of the sandwiches
Smith was thinking how he coulJ get possession of the
stranger's valuable belt with the least trouble.
· He was prepared to murder the chief mate of the lost
bark, if necessary, to get the thousand dollar , while Gubbins had no objection to help him do it for half of the s"'ag.
Smith, 110wever, had not the slightest intention of letting
his companion have more than a tenth part of the money,
nor even. that much, for he p~oposecl to shake him as soon
'iS possible after the contemplated crime.
Outside it was raining steadily, with little prospect of
ll. let up for some time to come.
"I guess the rain is good for another hour," remarked
Smith, at last. "You look fagged out, shipmate."
"I feel so," replied the stra~ger, a bit wearily.
"Then you'd better go up into the loft and lie clown for
a while. We'll wake you when the weather clear~.''
"There's a lot of straw hup there," ]JUL in Gubbins.
"You'll skep as sound as a toft in a .feather bccl, blow me
tight if you won't."
"I think I'd feel better if I lay clO\rn for a spell,'' replied
the chief mate. "I suppose it's quite a walk from here to
Plymouth?"
"It's all of eight mile," answered Smith. "Take another
drink, shipmate. It'll steady your nel'Ves."
"No, no; I'll drink no more. :M:y head won't stand it."
"Well, please yourself. You're the doctor. Shall I help
you up the ladder?"
"No. I'm a sailor, you know."
"All right, shipmate. Make yourself at home up there."
The stranger took off his peajacket, threw it on the stool
.und started for the ladder.
Tom saw him slowly mount to the loft and disappear
through the trap in the ceiling; then he watched the crooks
to see what they were going to do next.
"It's werry aggravatin' that he didn't leave 'is money in
'is jacket, for then we'd 'ave no trouble 'ookin' it, and we
could be miles avay vhen he voke lrnp."
"It doesn't make any difl''rence, we'll get it, anyway just
1
as soon as he's sound asleep. I'll slip up and take the belt
off him. It's a fine thing for us that he's his own banker."
"-N othin' like bein' your hown banker," grinned the sneak
thief. "I mean to hopen a bank some day myself."
"What with? A crowbar?" chuckled Smith, sardonically.
"Did 'e put that change in 'is pocket, or in 'is jacket?"
asked Gubbi.n!:l, taking up the garment and running his
nimble fingers through each pocket with professional celerity. "Not a bloomin' copper!" throwing it upon the table
in disgust.

"That's a good jacket," said Smith, picking it up and
looking it over. "I'm goin' to keep it. Hello! Here's his
name stitched in it."
" 'Is name?"
"Yes-Ezra Travers."
"My father!" gasped Tom, aloud, his heart 3lmost ceasing to beat.

CHAPTER XV.
BACK TO LIFE.

"What did you say?" said Smith, turning to his pal.
"I didn't say hanythin'," replied Gubbins.
"Ycs, you dil1. You saicl somethin' about your father."
"'Ow could I? Vhy, I never 'ad von. It must 'ave been
the sailor chap talkin' in his sleep."
"If he's asleep we'd better be thinkin' of gettin' down to
business," said Smith, taking a revolver out of his hip
pocket."
"You hain't goin' 1o shoot 'im, are you?" asked Gubbins. "It isn't rainin' so 'ard now. Somebody might be
comin' this way, an 'e'd 'ear the report. Better stick 'im
vith this 'ere knife, ir you've got to settle 'im.'' and the
London crook took out of his pockeio a sheath, from which
he pulled a six-inch blade.
"I don't know 1.ml you're right, ,Jimmy. Give me the
knife. I can cnt the belt ofl' with it and he'll be none the
wiser. I'd ralher grl it without killin' him if I can."
Gubbins hanclr<l his pal the knife, and Smith, leaving bis
revolver on the table, started .for the ladder.
The British crook followeJ bim to the corner of the room,
probably with the intention of sneaking up after him ancl
W3tching the execution or the job.
Tom Travers, who had been standing in a dazed state
since he bad heard the mention of his father's name, now
woke up to the urgency of the situation. •
Whether this stranger Teally was his long-lost father or
not, he was determined to save him even at the risk of his
own life.
It was not snrprising that he had not recognized the
mariner, if the man was his father, for he was only seven
and a half years old when his parent left Boston on his illfated voyage, and he had only an indistinct recollection of
what his father looked like at the time.
•
Then the changes that take place in a person in ten years
would have to be considered also. ·
All these points had flitted through the boy's mind as
he strove to believe that the man who had gone into the
loft to sleep was really his dear father actually come back
to life.
Tom opened ·the closet door wide and stood for a moment
undecided how to act.
Smith was already halfway up the ladder, with the knife
in his teeth.
(Oontinuecl on page 26.)
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AN EYE TO BUSINESS.
(Continued from page 24.)

"Father, is it indeed you, come back l.o life?"
Then it was that 'fom saw the revolver lying on the table.
In a moment father a.ud son were locked in each other's
With a cry of satisfaction he jumped out and secured il. arms.
Cocking it, he pointed it at Smith and cried:
The discomfited convict stared at the tableau in amaze"Stop! Another step up that ladder and I'll put a ball ment.
through you."
Then, as if he perceived the advantage in it for himself,
Gubbins turned around and gave a gasp.
he stole toward the door, holding his wounded arm to supThe two crooks were fairly taken by surprise.
port it, and in another moment was gone.
In order to wake up t.he man he supposed might be .his
Tom and his father saw him disappear.
father, as well as to impress the rascals with the fact that
"My dear, dear boy, how you have pown !" exclaimed
he meant business, Torn pulled the trigger and sent a ball Ezra Travers, drawing back and contemplating bis son with
whizzing close by 8mith's car.
eyes that beamed a newly born happiness. "I never should
With a smothered imprecation the crook slid to the floor, have known yon. And your mother," he added eagerly, "is
and, grabbing the knife out of his mouth, stood as if unde- she well? And little Dora. Where are they? Are you
cided whether or not to make a sudden rush at the boy, who liYing in this neighborhood now?"
seemed to be master of the situation.
"Mother is quite well, and so is Dora. But as we long
The report of the revolver awakened the stranger, aml ngo received news of the loss of the Susan Dean, and never
he stuck his head down through the opening.
heard tidings .from you or any of the brig's company, we
The tableau he saw below rather astonished him.
naturally came to look upon you as dead."
"Hello ! What's the matter?" he asked in a bluff tone.
"Dcarl !'' snid Captain 'T'ravers: "Yes, I have been dead
"The matt.er is that these fellows intended to rob you of 1.o the world for ten long years·. But, thank heaven, I have
the m<>ney you have in a belt around your waist," replied at last returned to life and my dear ones again."
Tom.
"I will have to break the news to mother before you can
"Rob me!" exclaimed the chief mate.
meet her. father."
"It's a lie!" snarled Smith.
"Yes, yes. I will go with you at once."
"Vell, powder me blue if I heyer 'eard the like of that!
"We live at Barmouth, a few miles south of Boston."
Ve vouldn't rob nobody of nothin' whatsomdever," asl!lerted
"Barmouth ! I know the place. How happens it y<>u
Jimmy Gubbins.
are down in this neighborhood, then?"
"That man with the knife in his hand is Bud Smith, an
"I brought motlier down to Plymouth for a few days'
escaped convict from the State penitentiary," said Tom.
change of scene. We have rooms at the hotel there."
With a snarl like a wild beast's, Smith made a sudden
"Plvmol1th ! ·That is but a few miles from here," said
dash at the boy; but Tom was not off his guard in the least. ' the captain, eagerly. "Let lls start at once. I l'tID nearly
He jumped behind the table and fired at the arm that wild to clasp your mother in my arms again."
held the knife.
"I am ready, father," replied Tom. "It has stopped
With a roar of pain, Smith staggered back, the weapon raining, I think. It will be dark long before we can reach
dropping to the Door.
town. I see both o:f those rascals have go-t awfty. Well, it
J"immy Gubbins, panic-stricken, dashed out of the back doesn't maticr-they will be captured sooner or later, that's
door and sped acros~ the meadows as fast as he could go.
pretty certain. Corne, father."
With the fl.ash. and report of the second shot from the reAs Tom spoke, the candle in the neck of the bottle on the
volvcr the stranger put his foot on the upper round o:f the table gave one last expiring gasp and went out, leaving
ladder and was presently standing on the floor of the room. them in flarkness. .
"Who are you, my lad?" he asked in a tone of puzzled
The father and son, so strangely reunited, left the miserwonclerrnent. "I don't quite understand this matter. You able and deRcrted shanty arm in arm, and turned their faces
say this man is an escaped convict, and that he and his up the lane toward the road that led to Plymouth.
companion meant to rob me?"
"I did say so, and it's a fact. He got away from the
penitentiary with a companion about three months ago.
You asked me my name--well, it's Tom 'l'ravers."
CHAPTER XVI.
"Tom Travers!" exclaimed the mariner, slowly. "Tom
Travers!" he repeated, an indescribable look coming into
IIARNESSINE.
his eyes. "It cannot be that you are--who was your father,
boy?" he asked, taking a step forward in his feverish eagerMother," cried Tom, ~·ushing into the room occupied by
ness.
his mother and Patty at the small inn at Plymouth two
"My father," replied Tom, in a trembling tone, "was hours later, "I have wonderful news to tell you."
Captain Ezra Travers, of the brig Susan De--"
"Indeed, my son? What is it?"
"My son!" cried the stranger, rushing forward with out"Do you think you can stand a sudden shock, mother?"
stretched arms. "My boy Tom. I am your father."
"A shock, Tom?" asked Mrs. Travers, apprehensively.
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"What do you mean? Surely nothing has happened to
your sister?"
"No, mother. This shock is one of joy-a great joy.
Can you stand it? Suppose you heard that father was
alive?"
"Alive!"
Mrs. Travers clasped her hands over her heart, while her
face went quite white.
"Your father-alive!" she whispered in a strange, tense
tone. "Tom, is this true? Is it really a fact that he is
not dead, after all?"
"It is really true, mother. Ile is both alive and well, and
not far away."
'.rhe little woman, who had for so many years regarded
herself as a widow, trembled violently as the news forced
itself through her brain.
'rhen she would have fallen had not Tom sprung forward
and caught her in his strong arms.
"Father!" he cried loudly, ancl as if the worcl had been
a preconcertcd signal between them, the bearded mariner
rushed into the room :md in another moment had his halffainting wife in his arms.
"Come, Patty," said Tom to the amazed girl, who had
been a spectator of the lmexpccted scene, "let's go outside
for a little while."
Tom ancl Patty went downstairs to the office, where the
boy sent a <lispa tch to Jack Harding, telling him that Captain Travers had turned up in .a remarkable manner, and
requesting him to break the qappy newR to Dora.
That night the husband and father learned all the particulars of what had transpired since he left Boston in the
Susan Dean, on the voyage destined to be her last.
Tom also told him about liis polishing business, and what
he expected to accomplish with it.
The reader may well believe that there wasn't a happier
· little family party from Maine to California than that
gathered in the 'J'ravers's room at the Plymouth Inn that
night.
The first thing Tom did in the morning was to notify the
Plymouth constable about the presence of Bud Smith, escaped convict, and his companion, .Timmy Gl1bbins, in that
locality.
A posse was organized to catch them, but nothing ca.me
of it.
Tom cut thefr stay at Plymouth short by a clay, as his
father was extremely anxious to see Dora, and so next
morning they took the first train back to Barmouth.
Our hero telegraphed word of their coming ahead, and
thus it happened that Jack and Dora were at the station to
meet them when they stepped out of the cars.
Next day the Barmouth Couran.t printed the story of
Captain Ezra Travers's ten yea.rs' sojourn on the little
island off the coast of South America, and the stoTy reappeared in the prominent Boston dailies, as well as in many
other newspapers throughout the country.
Tom deferred his trip West for a week in order to longer
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enjoy the society of the father from whom he had been
so long separated.
Capt~in Travers decided that he had had enough of the
sea for the rest of his life, and expressed his intention of
settling down at the cottage his wife had purchased with
his savings.
It was the habit he had practised from boyhood of carrying his money strapped around his waist in a waterproof
belt that enabled him to save the $1,000 odd when the
Susan Dean went ashore, a total loss, on the South Atlantic island.
When Tom rooched Chicago with his supply of san1ples
he started to boom his "Polishine" on a somewhat similar
scale as he had followed in New York.
He canvassed the leading wholesale grocers, and the better class of retail shoe stores.
In several of the latter, and in depa1tment stores, he
introduced demonstrators to show the public what the poli::;h could accomplish.
Ile also succeeded in interesting the heads of two great
novelty houses-the biggest in the country-in his magic
polish, and made big contracts with them to furnish a
special sized bottle of the stuff for their exclusive trade.
. He spent a month in the Windy City, and before he left
established an agency in a prominent street to keep the ball
rolling in that locality.
The result of his Chicago hustling was a rush of orders
that compelled Jack Harding to move the manufacturing
department to roomier quarters, as well as to enlarge the
working force.
.
Tom spent two weeks in Cincinnati and three weeks in
St. Louis, establishing a branch office in each city, with
a wide-awake young man in charge of it.
Kansas City and a dozen other cities of the Middle West
were visited, and the Polishine forced upon the attention
of the merchants and general public with great success.
Tom returned to Barmouth the day before Christmas.
He found the business going on in accordance. with tl1e
tenor .of Patty's letters.
Jack had his hands full keeping up with the orders that
were now coming in every day for the magic compol:.nd
that was taking like wildfire everywhere it became known
lo the public.
His New York agfi\nt had succeeded, after many attempts,
in catching a big Broadway novelty house on a large contract.
The manager of this company had turned Tom himself
clown three times while he was in New York, and the young
man had left the capture of the house to his hustling agent
to accomplish, with instructions to keep at them till he got
a contract.
The first order was for 200 dozen bottles, special size
and label, and necessitated another increase of the working
force in the Barmouth factory.
Altogether, the outlook for the magic polish was very
encouraging.
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Tom had. to pass Nathan Kemp's dwelling.
The secretary of the Boston Missionary Society had .never
forgiven Tom for the part he played in helping Patty
Penrose to cut loose from his family rooitree.
Ile had had several girls since in Patty's place, but none
. tayed very long, as they couldn't get on at all with Miss
Priscilla, whose domineering ways they resented.
They couldn't find a second Patty, and Mr. Kemp and
his sister laid the blame of their loss upon Toi;n's broad
shoulders.
The girl's prosperity since leaving them was also a thorn
in their sides.
Had she been obliged to work as a common factory girl
in one of the nearby towns it would have been something
of a satisfaction to them.
Instead of which she was high up the ladder of successful employment, and it was known that she was actually
a partner in the "Polishine" business.
Nathan Kemp's property had a frontage of a hundred
feet on the road, with a thick hedge on either side of the
house.
As Tom neared this hedge he heard voices on the other
side of it.
The boy stopped and listened to see if one of the speakers was Nathan Kemp.
l
CHAPTER XVII.
The first words that struck upon his ear were spoken
in the familiar cockney accents of the London sneak thief
with whom he had come into contact last August in the
CONCLUSION.
deserted shack down the line in Plymouth township.
"Yell, dash my vig, if 'ere hain't a go," Jimmy Gubbins
New Years Day dawned cold and cloudy.
saying, in a tone of disgust. "So you've been and gone
was
People when they looked out of doors that morning said
lost the bloomin' jimmy ve vor depen'din' on to bust
and
it would probably snow before night.
door in vith. Vot arc ve goin' to do now?"
Tom, who expected to start on his southwestern trip in the
"It cnn't be helped," growled the voice of Bud Smith.
a few days, decided to take advantage of the time-honored
dare say we can cut away the wood around the lock
"I
custom of making calls on that day, somewhat out of vogue
that knife of yours, and get in that way."
with
in Barmol{th, as well as elsewhere, to visit his numerous
'ow habout the bolts? H I vos doin' the job alone,
"But
circle of friends, who had seen very little of him since the
at a vinder. They hain't so 'ard as doors to hopen
vork
I'd
p1'eceding summer.
'em right."
work
you
if
He was welcomed with open ru·ms, and made a great
tackle a winder, then," consented Smith.
we'll
"Well,
deal of.
hain't made no mistake habout 'is havin'
you
'ope
"I
His popularity with the girls would have been greater
'cause ve need it wuss than anythink
'ouse,
the
in
money
but for the fact that it was generally known in town that
of.' 1
know
I
\i.e was engaged to be married to Patty Penrose--whose
"He's got a wad all right. I saw him countin' it in
\uck in catching him all the young· ladies of Barmouth
train from Boston last night, and he couldn't have
the
~nvied.
it to-clay to save his life."
banked
Everybody wanted to know if Tom was making a fortune
'e 'as a strong hox in 'is .bedroom."
"Maybe
out of Polishine, the geheral impres ion being that he was,
too big arnl heavy we'll carry it away and
isn't
it
"If
because of the increasing amount of busine.ss people noted
at the blacksmith . hop."
up
open
it
break
about the polish factory.
a light sleeper? If 'e· should vake
'e's
if
vonder
"I
It was snowing quite hard when Tom tore himself away
up-"
from the house where he made his last call.
"We'll have to silence him,'~ answered Smith, grimly.
It was close on to midnight, and he started off briskly
"Ve might do that vithout killin' 'im. Ve could stuff
toward his home a mile away. ,
The air was thick with heavy flakes of snow, which, as a rag in 'is mouth."
"vVhat's the matter with you? Gettin' a weak backbone
there was little wind, fell straight down and lay in an efuof a sudden?" said Smith, sarcastically.
all
increasing mass upon housetop, field, and roadway.

Tom, during Christmas week, discovered that he had another string to his bow.
He experimented with Polishine on harness leather, and
found that it was equally as effective as on shoe leather.
He decided, therefore, to put up a special brand for the
harness trade, which hereafter he would make a side issue
with Polishine proper.
It was practically the same article, but Tom's object was
to make it appear to be a special -compound for harness
makers' use only.
He gave it altogether a different tint, without changing
its quality at all,. and he ordered a special shaped bottle
from the glassworks to contain it.
He began to introduce h by inserting advertisements in
the leading harness makers' trade papers throughout the
country.
The secret of changing the magic shoe polish into the
magic harness polish was intrusted to Captain Ezra Tl'avers to carry out in a special room of the factory.
Cans of Polishine went in one door and came out bottled Harnessine at another, the only real difference between
the two being the color and smell.

AN EYE TO BUSINESS.
"Yell, you see as 'ow my grandmother--"
"Oh, hang your grandmother!" growled Smith, impatiently.
"'Ow could I 'ang her vhen she's been dead these twenty
year back?" .
"Shut up your trap, and let's get about the business."
Tom didn't hear any more, and concluded that the rascals had gone toward the house to begin operations.
"So,'' he muttered, "they're going to try and rob Nathan
Kemp. I'll have to interfere with their little project, although the old fellow is down on me like a thousand of
bricks."
Tom pushed the hedge aside and sa;w the two crooks
just disappearing around the corner of the one-story kitchen
annex.
"It will take them a little while to get into the building," thought the boy. "I'll have time enough to run over
i'.<> Constable Spriggin's house and rout him out 0£ b~d
and into his clothes. Then we'll come back and do these
chaps up."
It didn't take Tom but a few minutes to reach the constable's domicile.
He pounded loudly on the door, and presently Mr. Spriggins came downstairs in a suit of tropical-lo.oking pajamas.
He let Tom in, and rather testily inquired his business
at that late hour of the night.
Tom told him in a £ew words of the burglary that was
on the tapis, and that woke the · constable up to a sense
of his duty.
Five minutes later he and Tom, each armed with a revolver, left his house en route for the Kemp home.
They cautiously approached the rear of the premises
and found that the kitchen window had been forced.
· Tom Travers looked at the window a moment and then
went and tried tbe door.
It was unfastened.
Evidently the slight and agile London thief had got
through the window and then unfastened the door to allow
his companion, who was a thickset fellow, to enter.
Tom and the constable made their way softly upstairs
to the second floor.
Here they found one' of the doors ajar.
They pushed it ' open and entered the ro,om.
A lamp was burning on the table.
It was Nathan Kemp's practice to sleep with a light
turned low in his room.
Bud Smith had turned the wick up the better to see
what they could find.
Both the rascals were in· the room, with their backs to
the door-Smi.th in the a.ct of prying open a bureau drawer,
while Gubbins was holding down the gagged figure of Nathan Kemp in the bed.
"Surrender, you rascals!" roared the coll.stable, covering
Smith with his weapon.
"Blessed saint of the mint l" gasped Gubbins, releasing
his victim, "ve're scragged!"

"Help! help!" screamed Nathan Kemp, after tearing
the cloth from his mouth.
Bud Smith sullenly yielded to the force oc c:rcumstances, and Jimmy Gubbins followed suit whe:1 he saw
that the game was up.
They were being ha~dcuffed when Miss Priscilla ran into
the room in rather light apparel.
She screamed and fled, when she saw that the room was
full of men, as it seemed to her.
Nathan Kemp glared at Tom Travers as if he suspecte l
him of unlawful intentions, and was surprised to lr>ar:i
that it was all owing to Tom that he was saved from being
ro,bbed.
He expressed no gratitude, however.
Tom helped march the crooks to the lockup.
Next day they were brought before the magistrate antl
examined.
In the end, Smith was returned to ·the State Prison to
finish his ser.tence, with a new indictment hanging over
his head, on which he would be arrested and brought to
trial as soon as he had served his term as a Night Hawk.
Jimmy Gubbins was tried, convicted,_ and sc1~t to keep
him company for a number of years.
After the trial Nathan Kemp thanked Tom in a grudging ma~rner for what he had done in his behalf, but they
never became friendly.
Tom made a successful tour to Philadelphia and the
South in the interests of "Polishine," and subsequently
went West to conquer new ':fields of enterprise.
Two years ~lapsed, ancl then a three-story brick factory
was erected by the Polishine Company, which was now
doing a land office busineRs.
On Tom's twenty-first birthcla.v he and Patty were married, but the young wife continued to act as Secretary and
Treasurer of the company.
Jack Harding and Dora had been wedded two years before that happy event.
Tom is now quite a man, but he bas the same wonderful
eye for business as he had as a boy, who was not asleep
at any stage of the game.
THE END.

Read "TIPPED BY THE TICKER; OR, AN AMB.ITIOUS BOY IN WALL STREET," which will be the
next number (70) of "Fa.me and Fortune Weekly."

SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage ~tamps by
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by retum m&il.

These Books Tell You Everything I
-~

COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA I

Each book consists of s ixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in .lD attractive, illustrated cover.
jost of the books are a lso prnfusely illus t ra ted, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple manner that any
·.mild . can thoroughly unders tand them. Look over the list as classified and see if you want to know anything about the subjediil
.mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARFJ F OR RALE B Y ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFI CE ON HE OEI P 1' CW PRICE, TEN CENTS EACII, OR ANY THREE BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE
~ENTS . . POSTAGE STAJl.IPS TAKEN THE SAMEl AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
N?· 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
and most deceptive card tricks, with ilNo. 81. HOW TO l\ll!JS i\l E lUZl!l.-Containin?- the most ap- bracmg all of the latest
By .A.. Anderson.
lustrations.
proved me thods of mesmeri sm ; also bow to cui·e all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS d iseases by animal magn e ti ~m. or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Containi?I! deceptive Card '.rricks as performed by leading conjur~rs
Hugo K och, A. Q, S., author of "now to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

.
MAGIC.
.
No. 82. IIOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the mos't ap·
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of m11gic and
p r oved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the bead. B1 of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
our: lea~mg magicians; ev«;ry boy should obtain a copy of this book,
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
wnt will both amuse and mstruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No: 22. IIOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's seconJ sight
inand
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Conta ining valuable
explamed b:ii: his former ass ist~nt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
stl'tlct ive . information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explnil1i:1 ~ th e mos t approved methods whi ch are emplofed by the boy on the stage ; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
lendi ng hypnotis ts of the world. B y Leo llugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of second sight.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
.
assort~ent ?f magi ca~ illusions ever placed before the
No. ~1. H OW TO H U NT AND FISII.-The most complete gran~est
w1lh cards, m cantations etc.
hunting :>:i d IL 11 ;:1;; guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks
No. 68. now •.ro DO CHEJ1\1ICAL 'l'lUCKS.-Containing over
structio1.; alio uc gl• ns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals•
. toget her 1'. i: !1 descriptions of game 11.nd fi sh.
No. ~.;. llO W 'l'O ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully .By A: Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
No. 61.l. HOW TO DO SLEIGIIT OF HAND.-Containing over
ill ns t1·.i1 • ,I. JCVP ry boy s hould kn O}V 'h ow to row :rnd sail a boat.
l<'ull i11 <,t rn c:Lio11s n re give n in thi s little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also oontainmg the secr et of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
stru rt iom.1 on swim mi ng a nd ridin ~, <'O ffi)lanion sports to boating.
l\l~Kffi MAGIC ~OYS.-Containing full
. No. ·H. 110\V 'l'O BIU!JAK, RlDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. lIOW ~O Magic
Toys and devices of many kinds. By
for makmg
d1rect10ns
A <'ompl cte trl'a ti se on the horse. I h:sc1·ihing the most useful horses A. Anderson.
·
illustrated.
Fully
for bus iness, th e best 110rses for the r oad; also valuable recipes for
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
aiseases pec:.1 li a r to th e horse.
No. 48. IIOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tric~s wi th figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, conta in ing full directi ons for constructing canoes Ande rson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. IIO\y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Conta.ining
and t he most popul a r manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
Embracini
t ricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats etc
By C. Stansfie.ld H icks.
•
'
thirty-six illustrati ons. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ~qw 'l'O DO 'l'nE .BLACK ART.-Containing a com.
::'ORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. ' NAPOLEO~ ' S ORACULUi\1 A ' D DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt10n of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson.
together
Cont aining th e grea t oracle of human destiny; also the true meanin g of almost an y kind of dreams, together with cbarms, ceremonies, Illust1·ated.
and curious g·umes of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICAL .
.No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
from the li t tl e ch ild to the aged man and woman. This li t tle book
sh oul~ )!:now how inventions originated. This book explains them
gives th e explana tion to all kinds of dreams, together wi.th lucky all,
g1v11~ g examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
11.nd unlucky .ln ys, and "Napoleon' s Oraculum," the book of fate.
et c. 'J'he most ins tructive book published.
No. 28. HOW 'l'O TELL FOR'l'UNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics,
. No. 5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
knowing wh a t hi s future life will bring forth, whether happiness or mstruct1ons
to proceed Ill order to become a locomotive enmisery, wea lt h or poverty. You cnn tell by a gl ance a t th is li ttle gineer; al so how
directions for building a model locomotive · together
book. Buy on e nud be convinced. T ell your own fortu ne. Tell with a full description
of eve ry thing an engineer should know.
the fortune of your fri ends.
No. 57. IIOW TO MAKE MUS'fCAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
No. 7G. U OW '1'0 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY TIIE IIA~D. direc
bow to mak«; a B:injo, Vio1!n, Zither, lEolian Harp, XyloContaiuing r u )('s for telling fortun es by t he a id of lines of the hand, ph.,netions
othel." musi cal rn struments ; togethel." with a brief deor the s0c rct of p!llmi st ry. Also the secret of telling future events ~c r i pti oand
o f n early every musical instrument used in ancient or
by aid of moles, ma rks, scars, etc. Illustrated. Ily A. Anderson. modern ntimes.
Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
fo r twenty years bandmaster of th e Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. HOW 'l' O l\fAKE A MAGI C LANTEJRN.-Containing
No. G. HOW TO BECOl\fE AN A'l'IILETJ.ll.-Giving full inE:t rntl ion fo r U1e use of dumb bells, Indian c lubs, pnra llel ba rs, a descri p ti on of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
ho1·izont a l ba rs and various other meth ods of developing a good, Al so full directions for lt.s use and for painting slides. Handsomely
Tiy John Al'Ien.
h ~ a!Lhy mu scle ; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated.
No. 71. IlOW '1'0 DO MECIIANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
bec·0P1c st rong an,] healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instru ctions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
·
in I hi s lit I le book.
l\o. 10. 110\V TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made ensy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Conta in ing oye r thirty illustrat ions of gua rds, blows, and the ditferLETTER WRITING.
en t 11osl. ions of a good boxer. Every boy sh ould obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most comth c ~e u ~e fu l a nd ins tructive books, as it will t e:ich you how to box
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
withont a n ins t ructor.
l\' o. ~5. llO W TO BECOl\IE A GYMNAST.-Cont ain tng full nnd when to use them, giving spec imen lettiirs for yo ung and old.
No. 12. IIOW TO WRITE LE'l'TERS TO LADIES.-Givinl!
inst r url ions fo r all kincjs of gymnastic sports and athl eti c exercises.
J!,m hl'll cing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor \V. Macdonald. co mpl ete ins t ructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
·
letters of introduction, notes and requ ests.
so
nl
A h~11 d v arnl useful book.
No. 24. HOW ·TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. \ .1. II OW •ro FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fen e:ing a nd th e use of the broadsworJ; also instru ction in arche ry. Containing full directions for writing to gentl emen on all subjects;
DePcr ibed w ith twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best al so givin g sample letters for instru ction.
No. 53. now TO WRITE LE'F..l' ERS.-A wonderful little
nositions in fencing. A complete book.
book, t elling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
raother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and any::-To. 51. TIOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Oontaining hody yon wi sh to write to. ·J<Jve ry young man and every young
expland \ons of the general prineiples of sleight-of-hand appli cable lady in the land s11ould havl' this book.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE !,ETTERS CORRECTLY.-Cont9 rnrtl tri cks; of card tricks wi th ordinary cards, and· not requiring
!leight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of tainiug full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject:
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.
I0$1(;Cially p1·epared c~rds. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
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'U'HE STAGE.
No. 4 ' . T H D BOYS OE' NEW YOHK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK. -Coutainiu g a grC'a t variety of the l a t e~ t jokes used by the
most famou s cud men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful li t tl<' book.
No. 42. Tlll!J HOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKERContai?ing a vari ed a sso,rtu:ient of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL G-0IDE
AND JOKl!l B\)OK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould ob tam this ~ook, as it contains full .instructions for orgamz1ng an amateur min strel troupe.
. No. 65. MULDOO~ ' S JOKE~.-;--Th~s is one of the most original
Joke books ever published, and 1t 1s brimful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc: of
Terrence l\Iuldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practicai joke~ of
the day. l!ivery boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No •. 70. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete mstruct1ons how lo make up for various characters on the
s,tage_; tog~lher wi t h the duties of the Stage l\Ianager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property .M an. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N!J. 80. G US WH1LIAl\IS' JOKE BOOIC-Containing the latest Jokes, an ecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular \J erman . comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing foul"
teen illustralions, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good ~peaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a_ll the po1,rnlar ~nthors of prose and p·o etry, arranged in the m09t
simple a n« ('On c1s2 manner possible.
No. 4D. _H OW TO DEB~TE.-;-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlnws for debate£', questions .for discussion and the be1•
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. IIOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation arfJ
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
har.dkerch1ef, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation it con•
!ains a _full list of the language and sentiment of flower s, ..'.vhich i•
m_teresllng to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy
without one.
No. 4. llOW 'l'O DANCE is the ' title of a new and handsom~
little book just issued by l!~rank 'l'ousey. It contains full instruclions in th e art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties,
how to drrss, and full directions for calling off in all popular square
dances.
No. ~- HOW T<;> M~~ LOVJ!l.-A C?mplete guide to love,
courl ~ h1p anil marriage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be obsene<l, with many curious and interesting thiugs not gen•
€;rally known.
No. li. HOW •.ro DRESS.-Containing full instruction in the
art of i11·essing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
seler.lions of colors, material. and how to havr them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
hrightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
NI?. 16. H9W TO KEEP A_ WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing l<Jverybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full mstruct1ons fot• constructmg a wmdow garden either iu town female. '!'he secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW '1'0 COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats conta
for the management and training of the
instructions
full
iuing
fish, game, and o.vsters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary. mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. ~D . HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBI'l'S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus·
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trat ed. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Inc1uding hints
make almost anything around the house, suC'h as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rals, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANil\IALS.-A .
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A: de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountinc
scription of the won<lerful U$es of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PE'l.'S.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty ii: plete informat ion as to th e manner and method of raising, keeping,
·
·
lustrations.
breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
taming,
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACBINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
taining full <lirections for making electrical machin es, induction illustra ti ons, making it the most complete book of 'the kin'd ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Rennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. BOW 'l'O DO ELEJOTRICAL T.RICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIEN'l' IST.-A useful and in·
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also extogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periment s in acoustics, mechani cs, mathematics, chemistry, and . diE NTERTAl NM ENT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thie
No. 9. HOW TO BECOi\IEJ A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harrv book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. BOW TO l\IAKID CANDY.-A complete band-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
this book of instructions, J?y a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kin<ls of candy, ice-crean:!_i.. syrup~ essences. etc~ etc.
No. 84. ·HOW 'l'O BECOME A tY AU'l'u0It.-0ontaining fuli
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subj ects, Uie use of words and th&
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
greatest book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable in fo rmation as to th e n ea t ne::;s, legibility an<l general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful aulilor. By Prince
.
'
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
for parlor or drawing-room.entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. BOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOU.-A won·
derful book, containing useful and practi cal informat ion in the
money than any book published.
No. 35. HO'V 'l' O PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and r egulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
No. 36. BOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\IS.-Containing all
the leading conunilrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining va luable information regarding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins. H andsomely illustrated.
and witty sayings.
No. 58. ilOW 'l'O BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OA.RDS.-A complete and handy little
book, i:iving th e rules and r..,__ '\rections for playing Euchre, Crib· the world-known detective. In wh ich he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, l\'-: ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for begjnners, and al so relates some adventure1
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and iillmy other popular games of cards. and experien<'es of well-known dl'teC'tives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PIIOTOGRAPIIER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW '.1'0 DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information r egarding th e Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic l\Iagic Lantern Slides and other
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. BOW TO BECOl\IE A WEST POINT MILITARY
I No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
CADE'r.-Containing full expianations how to gain admittance,
know
to
desires
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man
course of Stud~r, Examinations, Du t ies, Staff of Officers, Post
all apout. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the nlles and etiquette Guard, Police R egnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good soci ety and i:he easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled anrl written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "Bow to B ecome a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
m the drawing-room.
strnctions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historieal sketch, and everything a bo7
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to be<'ome an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by l1u Senarens, author of "How to Become (I
West Point Military Cadet."
with many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher. 24 Union equaire, New York.
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WIDE-AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE STORY EVERY \VEEK
Price 5 Cents
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
11' HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY - -

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World
•

.,... TAKE NOTICE! '"WI
This h andsom e weekly contains intensely
interesting stories of adventure on a great
variety of subjects. Each number is r eplete with rousing situations an d lively
incidents. Th e heroes are bright, manly
fellows, who overcome all obstacles by
sheer force of brains and grit and win
well-merited success. We h ave secured a
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staff of new authors, who write these
stories in a manner which will be a source
of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each
number has a handsome colored illustration made by the most expert artists.
Large sums of money are being spent to
make this one of t he best weeklies ever
published.

ALR EADY P UBLISHED :
1 '.: mashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wllson at the Speed Lever. 20 On the Lobster Sh if t: or, ll'he Her ald's litar Reporter. Bl :A.
Howard De Witt.
liy 1"dwa1·d N. Fox.
2 Oll' the '.l'icker; or, J;' ate at a Moment's Notice. By Tom Dawson. 21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy In Corsica. B y
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
8 l•'rom Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danford's West Point Nerve. By
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
23
In
Fool'
s Paradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy. By ;Fred
4 The Get-There Boys ; or, Making Things Hum In Honduras. °!3Y
Warburton.

~'red Warburton.
6 Wr.ltten in Cipher; or, The Skein J ack Barry Unravelled. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a Tough Name. By A. H owa rd
De Witt.
7 Kicked o1f the Earth ; or, Ted Trlm's Hard Luck Cur e. By Rob
Roy.
8 Doing It Quick; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the ' l~ risco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag's Day of Terror_ By
Prof. Oliver Owens.
10 We, Us & Co.; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Edward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out for ari Officer; or, Corporal Ted In the Phlllpplne11. By
Lieut. J. J . Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy " ·ho Turned Boss. By Fred Warburton.
13 The Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phll Winston's start In Reporting.
By A. Howard De Witt.
'
14 Out for Gold ; or, '£he Boy Who Knew the Dl1ference. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's Big K ick. By Frank
Irving.
16 Slicker than Silk ; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By Rob Roy.
17 The Keg of Diamonds ; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 Won by Blu1f; or, Jack Mason's Marble Face. By Frank Irving.

24 One Boy Jn a Million : or, '.l'he Trick That Paid. By Edward N.
Fo:t.
25 In Spite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prot.
Oliver Owens.
26 Kicked Into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got Th11re. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals; or, The Man-'.rrap of 11eath Valley. By A
Howard De Witt.
•
28 Living In His Hat; or, The Wide World His Home. By Edward
N. Fox.
29 All for President Diaz: or, A Hot Time In Mexico. By Lieut. J. J.
Barry.
30 The Easiest Ever ; or, How Tom Fllled a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. "13. N .
31 In the Sultan's Eye; or, Beating the Porte's Game. BY. lli'om
Dawson.
·
32 The Crater of Gold: or, Dick Hope' s Find In the Phlllpplnes. By
Fred Warburton .
33 At the Top of the Heap; or, Daring to Call His Soul His Own. By Rob
Roy.
3 i A Lemon for His; or, Nat's Corner in Gold Bricks_ By Edward N Fox
35 By the 111.ikndo's Order; or, Ted Terrill's "Win Out" in Japan. By Lieut:
J. J . Barry.
·
36 His Name was Dennls; or, The LuckofaGreenlrlshBoy By A H oward
DeWitt.
•
'
37 Volunt11er Freel; or, F rom Fireman tn Chief. By Robert Lennox
38 Neptune No. l ; or, '.l'he Volunteer Fire Boys of Blackton. By Robe....
Lennox
•w
0

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent t o any address on r eceipt of price, 5 cents p er copy, in money or postag-e stamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, P ublis her,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our libraries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the frillcwing Order Blank and send it to us with the prlce of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
P O STAGE S T AMPS T AKEN THE SA M E AS MONEY •
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,. F·ame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MAD E MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

Handsome Colored Covers

• •
• •

A new one issued every Friday

Price 5 cents a copy

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of o.ur most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune Weekly" a magazine for the home, although each numb-ar
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and\
every effort Is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
·
ALREADY PUBLISHED.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
3 A Corner In Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick.
4 A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
5 Hard to Beat ; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakev iew
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green Rive r.
8 The Wheel of l<ortune; or, The Reco rd of a Self-Made Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, '£he Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys Who Work ed a Deserted l\llne.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston l:loy .
•
12 A Diamond In the Rough; or, A Brave Boy's Start in Life.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy In Wall Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Str<iak of Luck; or, 'l'he Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing ; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Young Trader in Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy in a Thousand.
19 A RJse In Life; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.
21 All to the Good ; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, '£he Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, 'l.'he Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 '£he Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil ; or. '.rhe Boy Who l\fade a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
30 Golden Fleece: or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island
32 Adrift on the World; ot·, Working His Way to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy in Wall Street.
34 Tatters ; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest Boy In the World.
36 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.

j

11~ Beating the Brokers; or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done ."
31:< tJ. Holling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 .Neve r Say Die; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Valley.
40 Almost a l\lan; or, Winning His Way to the Top.
41 B..:ss of the Market: or, Th e Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
42 Tb~ Chan ce of His Life ; or, Tl.le Young l'llot of Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Fortune; or, From Bell-Boy to l\illlionaire.
44 Out rnr. Business; or, The Smartest Boy In Town .
45 A F'avnrite of Fortune; or, Striking It mch In Wall Stceet.
46 '£hrough Thi ck and Thin: or. The Adventures of a Smart Boy.
47 Doing His Level Best; or, Working Ills Way Up.
48 Always on Deck; or, The Boy Who l\lade His Mark.
49 A Mmt of l\loney; or, The Young \\"a ll Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame ; or From Office Boy to Senator.
fil On the Square; or, The Success of au Honest Roy.
52 After a Fortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy In the West.
5:l Winning the Dollars: or. The Young Wonde1· of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy ·who Became Preside nt.
55 Heir to a Million; or, The Boy Who Was Born Lucky.
:;r, Lost in the Andes: or. The Treasnre of rhe Buried City.
57 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Career of a b'ortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers: or, The Luckiest Boy In Wall Street.
61 Rising In the World ; or, l!' rom Factory Boy to Manager.
62 From Dark fo Dawn; or, A Poor Boy·s Chance.
63 Out for Himself: or, Paving His Way to l~ortune.
64 Diamond Cut Diamond: or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
65 A Start In Life: or. A. Brig_htBov's Ambitio11.
66 OuL tor a Million; or, The Young Midnsof \\"all Street.
67 Every Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Best ·
68 MonP.y to Buru: or, The Shrewdest Boy in \\"all Sr.reet.
69 An Eye to Business; Ol". The Boy who was Not Asleep.
70 Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitiuuo B_oy in Wa.11 Street.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents p er copy, in money or postage stamps, by t'

l'BANX TOUSEY, Publisher,.

24 Union Square, New

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
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of our libraries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and tJH
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to you by r;,turn mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAREN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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" '' WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .. ...... ........ ..... ......... . -;· .................. .. , ..
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